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ABSTRACT
As a result of the deregulation of the air transport industry in the United States and Europe,
and the globalization of the world's economy, governments have being facing important
challenges to meet the demands of a growing and changing air transport sector. The
participation of private investors and private management in the ownership and operation of
airports has become an important element in the effort to satisfy these demands.
The flexibility, efficiency, and innovation capabilities provided by a privately managed airport
organization are widely accepted. However, the airport privatization movement around the
world has being struggling with the problem of resolving the natural conflict between the
interests of private investors and those of the public at large. This conflict is exacerbated by
the fact that airports, to a greater or lesser extent, are natural monopolies when it comes to
services for originating and terminating passengers.
Although there is no perfect substitute for a competitive environment, an effective approach is
to design and implement an economic regulation mechanism that, on the one hand, makes it
possible to achieve the advantages of a privately managed organization, and on the other,
protects the public interest. A more democratic stockholders' structure, through a publicly
traded and professionally managed organization, can also be very useful in this respect.
This thesis begins by presenting a quite detailed overview of the airport privatization
movement around the world. Then, it addresses the basic regulatory issues that should be
considered in designing and implementing the mechanisms that can facilitate a smooth
transfer of airport activities to the private sector. The case of the Southeast Airport Group, as
part of the Mexican airport privatization process, is used to illustrate many of these issues.
There is some practical evidence to the effect that government regulation at major airports has
achieved the objective of protecting airport users from monopolistic pricing of facilities and
services. It is, however, important that the future economic regulation addresses objectives
that go beyond pricing. These include the proper incentives for making timely investments in
increasing airport capacity, as well as ensuring safety, security and an adequate level of
service.
Although, the events of September 11, 2001 will have a deep impact on the air travel industry,
it is expected that the airport privatization movement around the world will manage to sustain
its current momentum.
Thesis Supervisor: Amedeo Odoni
Title: T. Wilson Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics and
Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1. Objective and Scope
The objective of this thesis is to describe and analyze the airport privatization
movement around the world, with particular emphasis on the Mexican Southeast
Airport Group privatization experience. The scope of this work covers the economic
and commercial benefits, risks and challenges of the private Airport Organization.
Although we believe that subsidized ("social service") airports that serve small
communities are subject to innovative privatization schemes, our main focus on this
document will be on major commercial airports.
The intent is to present some of the main issues a Government should consider in
putting together a sound and robust airport privatization strategy, as well as to identify
the critical aspects of the implementation stage in the privatization process.
The analysis of the different topics addressed in this work is based on the conditions
of the Air Transport Industry before September 11, 2001. Section 7.4 briefly analyzes
some of the major consequences of the events of September 11, 2001 on the Airport
Sector, with special emphasis on the possible long-term effects on the airport
privatization movement around the world.
This document also attempts to put together relevant information, experience,
knowledge and general thoughts of different participants in the airport privatization
experience around the world and personal experience gathered during the Mexican
Airport Privatization process.
The information presented in this document has been obtained from different sources,
including my participation in the MIT's Master of Science in Transportation Program
during the last two years and the exercise of my professional duties as an investment
banker during 15 years, including 10 years in different privatization processes in
Mexico, as well as 5 years trying to learn and understand the economic side of
modern airport organizations.
I have also obtained general information from: public reports from the U.K. Civil
Aviation Authority; non-classified documentation and working papers presented to the
Mexican Government during the Southeast Airport Group Privatization process; and
the prospectus issued as part of the Initial Public Offering of 85% the stock of the
Southeast Airport Group (ASUR).
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1.2. The Global Air Transport Industry
1.2.1. The Airline Sector
The U.S. domestic Airline Sector, as a consequence of the Airline Deregulation Act of
1978, has developed into a market-driven sector, in which customer (passengers and
cargo) demand determines the price and level of service.
Additionally, the international air market has become a significantly less regulated
arena due to the "Open Skies" agreements signed between the U.S. and its
commercial partners during the 1990s. These agreements allow the parties to
exchange air service, without any limitation on routes, price structure, number of
carriers or capacity.
In parallel to the U.S. deregulation effort, Europe has also been moving towards Open
Skies with the promotion of a single open aviation market through a comprehensive
multilateral agreement involving all the member states of the European Union (plus
Norway and Iceland). Starting in January 1993, airlines from the member states can
operate with full traffic rights and without any commercial restriction on any route
within the European Union.
The air travel markets in the Asian-Pacific, Latin American and African regions are still
regulated through strict bilateral agreements and most countries work under a highly
regulated and protectionist environment.
This new deregulated environment has promoted the following conditions in the airline
sector:
1) Competition among airlines
2) No government subsidies to commercial airlines
3) Increased operational flexibility
4) Commercial orientation
5) Higher efficiency and lower unit costs
6) Lower airfares due to revenue management and innovative pricing
7) Increased demand
8) Increased frequencies
9) Extended regional coverage
10)Increased load factors
1 1)Product differentiation
12)Computer system reservations and new distribution strategies
13)lnnovative customer loyalty-enhancing tools (frequent flyer programs)
14)More innovative and sophisticated management
15)Airline alliances
16)The arrival of low cost carriers, and
17)Sustained air traffic growth.
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As a result of the liberalized environment in North America and Europe, the
globalization of the world's economy, the world population's growth, and an increased
average personal disposable income; air traffic (RPK) has more than doubled since
1985, with an average growth of 5.2% per year.1
As it can be observed in Table 1.1, during year 2000, the world air travel industry in
terms of revenue passengers kilometers (RPK) was dominated by three intra-regional
markets: North America (25.5%), Europe (13.1%) and the Asia-Pacific Region (9.3%);
and by three inter-regional markets: North Atlantic (12.5%), Transpacific (7.0%) and
Europe-Asia (6.7%). The intra-regional markets in China and in Latin America were
only 2.1% and 2.4% respectively, during the same year. However, these regions are
expected to have annual growth rates of 9.3% and 7.7% respectively, among the
highest growth rates during the following 20 years.1
Table 1.1
Boeing Air Travel Growth Forecast by Region
2000-2020
RPK* RPK* Annual
Region 2000 Participation 2020 Participation Growth
North America 858.6 25.5% 1,595.2 19.0% 3.1%
Europe 440.6 13.1% 1,097.1 13.1% 4.7%
Asia-Pacific 311.9 9.3% 897.4 10.7% 5.4%
North Atlantic 420.0 12.5% 856.9 10.2% 3.6%
Europe - Asia 225.7 6.7% 633.5 7.6% 5.3%
Transpacific 235.3 7.0% 599.5 7.1% 4.8%
China 71.1 2.1% 419.1 5.0% 9.3%
Latin America 82.1 2.4% 363.4 4.3% 7.7%
North America - Latin America 138.7 4.1% 356.8 4.3% 4.8%
Europe - Latin America 119.5 3.5% 314.6 3.7% 5.0%
Rest of the World 468.1 13.9% 1,256.4 15.0% 5.1%
TOTAL (*Billions) 3,371.6 100.0% 8,389.9 100.0% 4.7%
Source: Boeing. Current Market Outlook 2001.
The highly mature North American intra-regional market is expected to grow only 3.1%
annually in terms of revenue passenger kilometers (RPK) from 2000 to 2020, one of
the lowest expected regional growth around the world. The air travel markets in the
European and the Asian-Pacific regions are less developed than the North American
market, so they are expected to have annual growth rates of 4.7% and 5.4%
respectively, in terms of RPKs from 2000 to 2020.1
The intra-regional air travel markets in Africa and the Middle East, with the exception
of some countries, are small in terms of current RPKs. In these regions air travel is still
a premium service with a high cost in relation to per capita GDP.
Boeing. Current Market Outlook, 2001. http://boeing.com
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1.2.2. The Airport Sector
As part of the development of the world air transport industry, airports have evolved
from simple public (quasi-utility) service facilities, designed and operated to facilitate
the inter-modal exchange of passengers and cargo between air and land
transportation, to very complex strategic multi-service (multi-client) organizations with
enormous influence on the development of the economic, social and political life of the
region they serve.
A major consequence of deregulation in the U.S. was the development of hub-and-
spoke networks centered on strategically located airports used as transfer and
consolidation/deconsolidation points for passengers and cargo.
During year 2000, the world airport traffic was more than 3.2 billion passengers, 5.8%
higher than in 1999. Cargo handled was almost 64 million metric tones, also 5.8%
higher than in 1999. Aircraft movements were more than 60 million, representing a
0.5% increment.2
Table 1.2
2000 World Airport Traffic
Regions Passengers Change Cargo Change Movements Change
% (metric tones) % %
Africa 81 043 335 6.0 600 515 3.2 1 478 085 3.6
Asia/Pacific 526696072 8.2 17213627 11.0 5227819 4.6
Europe 997293907 7.9 12847592 7.9 16150228 3.2
Latin America 139 671 496 1.9 1 664 137 6.2 2958 189 0.1
Middle East 66800107 6.9 2483706 2.9 750450 4.0
North America 1 434 522 041 3.9 29 185 574 2.3 33916 388 (1.5)
TOTAL 3 246 026 958 5.8 63995 151 5.8 60481 159 0.5
Source: Airport Council International.
As it can be observed in Figure 1.1, North American airports handled 44.2%,
European airports 30.7%, Asian airports 16.2%, Latin American airports 4.3%, African
airports 2.5%, and the Middle Eastern airports 2.1% of the World's total traffic in terms
of number of passengers served, during year 2000. In that same year, in terms of
aircraft movements, North American airports handled 56.1%, European airports
26.7%, Asian airports 8.6%, Latin American airports 4.9%, African airports 2.4%, and
the Middle Eastern airports 1.2% of the World's total traffic.2
The top 30 Airports in the world handled more than 1.2 billion passengers during
2000, equivalent to 38.2% of the total airport passengers2 (For more information see
Appendix 1).
Despite its growth, and in contrast with the airline sector, the airport sector and the air
traffic management (ATM) sector are still primarily under central (federal) and local
government control.
2 Airport Council International. Press release March 26, 2001.
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Figure 1.1
Chapter 2. The Emerging Private Airport Organization
The increase in competition and decrease in tariffs caused by the airline deregulation
in most parts of the world have stimulated a sustained air traffic growth during the last
20 years.
This sustained air traffic growth has resulted in significant congestion problems in the
main airports around the world.
In line with this trend, the Boeing Company and Airbus are expecting average
passenger traffic growth per year of 4.7%1 and 4.9%2 respectively, over the next
twenty years. Cargo traffic growth will average 6.4% per year.
As a consequence of the air traffic growth, the major airports around the world will
face important challenges during the next two decades. Some of these are:
1) Financing a continuous increase in capacity;
2) Modernizing existing infrastructure;
3) Improving safety and security standards and procedures;
4) Improving operating efficiency;
5) Implementing effective Air Traffic Management (ATM);
6) Meeting the demand for new services and new technology;
7) Increasing competition for transfer passengers (traffic volatility);
8) Controlling externalities (noise, emissions, and congestion); and
9) Developing more sophisticated and properly rewarded airport management.
After September 11 th, 2001, security has become the first priority among the main
challenges for the airport sector during the next two decades.
According to estimations of the Airport Council International (ACI), more than $350
billion will be needed worldwide to fund the required modernization and new capacity
to handle the projected traffic over the following 10 years.
In the early years of aviation, airports were regarded as public facilities owned and
managed by the central or local government. However, as a consequence of changes
in priorities in spending tax funds or the lack of capacity of governments around the
world to finance the capital expenditures needed to expand and modernize the airport
infrastructure, airport organizations have emerged as an attractive investment
opportunity for the private sector.
Boeing. Current Market Outlook, 2001. http://boeing.com
2 The Airbus 2000 Global Market Forecast http://Airbus.com
3 Source: ACI. Airport Economics Survey and Analysis. 1997
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Over the last fifteen years, airport operations and management have undergone
significant changes worldwide. The participation of private investors in this sector has
become increasingly important in financing the expansion and modernization of the
airport infrastructure around the world. Private sector management has improved
operational efficiency and infrastructure utilization. It also has contributed providing a
safe and high quality service, to a growing number of passengers, as well as satisfying
the rising demand of aerial transportation of goods.
The new private management philosophy is transforming the traditional concept of a
"cost recovery and airside service oriented airport organization" to a "profit and
commercially oriented airport organization."
Some relevant cases like the BAA (formerly British Airports Authority) and the partial
privatizations of the Copenhagen and Vienna airports have already established a track
record of successful privatizations. Other more recent cases like Argentina, Australia,
Chile, China, Colombia, Germany, Greece, Italy, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, and
Switzerland, provide examples of the role the private sector is playing in the
development of the global airport industry.
Today 37 (39 if we consider the isolated cases in Canada and the United States)
countries around the world have promoted private sector financing, ownership and/or
management in their airports (see Chapter 3). The growing participation of private
investment and management will lead to an increase in the size and quality of the
airport sector and will increase the interest of the international equity and debt
markets.
It may be concluded that the main drivers to airport privatization are i) the capital
expenditure requirements to modernize and increase the existing infrastructure
capacity; ii) the flexibility of a non-government operated entity; and iii) the efficiency
improvements and innovations typically associated with private sector management.
The main risk is the natural conflict between the interests of private investors and
those of the public at large.
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2.1. The Objective of the Airport Organization
The participation of the private sector in the airport industry has caused a deep
transformation of the management and objectives of the airport organizations. To
understand the magnitude of this transformation it is important to analyze and
compare the objectives of the two opposite types of airport organizations.
At one extreme, we have the traditional government-owned and government-
managed airport organization. Normally this is a not-for-profit organization and its
natural long-run mission is to maximize the social and economic benefits of the city or
region it serves.
At the other extreme, we have the private, closely-owned (trade sale to a single
strategic investor) and privately managed airport organization. This is normally a for-
profit organization and its main objective is to maximize the benefits to its stockholders
(strategic investor). In this case the airport management is directly related to the
stockholders and is rewarded in proportion to the stockholders' goal achievements.
It is accepted that in the case of major airport organizations, the participation of the
private sector is essential for achieving economic and operational efficiency. However,
in the case of the privately closely-owned and privately managed airport organization,
there is natural conflict between the interests of the private stockholders and those of
the airport users (and other stakeholders). Keeping in mind that the airport is a
strategic public service facility, this natural conflict of interest is one of the most
important issues to be considered during the transition from government to private
airport organizations.
An alternative to ameliorate the natural conflict between the interests of the private
stockholders and those of the airport users, is to incorporate in the privatization
strategy, a more democratic stockholders' structure in which all type of investors (such
as employees, saving funds, pension funds, and the like) can participate and receive
the direct economic benefits of the productivity, and profitability of a privately (non-
government) owned and managed airport organization.
In the case of the publicly traded (in a formal stock exchange) and professionally
managed airport organization, ownership is spread out among a significant number of
(non-strategic) investors, and management is committed to serve the long-run benefit
of the firm, and not just to benefit in the short-term a small group of controlling
stockholders. In other words, to maximize the long-run value of the firm, management
should be committed to a "healthy" long-term equilibrium among the interests of all the
stakeholders of the firm: stockholders, debt holders, users (airlines, passengers and
cargo shippers), service providers, contractors, suppliers, authorities, financial
community, airport neighbors, environment, among others.
Whenever it is technically and economically possible, it is advisable to implement the
privatization process through a publicly traded and professionally managed airport
organization structure.
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Chapter 3. The Relevant Privatization History and Trends
The following sections present chronologically the most relevant airport privatization
cases around the world', as well as the major airport privatizations expected in the
near future.
3.1. Airport Privatization in Europe
1965 The airport privatization movement started in the United Kingdom. In this
year, the British government established the British Airports Authority (BAA)
as an autonomous government-owned commercial enterprise, owning and
operating four airports: Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted, and Prestwick.
1970 BAA acquired three additional airports: Aberdeen, Edinburgh, and Glasgow.
1987 As part of the 1986 Airport Act, in July 1997, the British government sold
100% of the equity shares of BAA through an Initial Public Offering (IPO) on
the London Stock Exchange with a capitalization value of E1,225 million.
This sale represented the first significant airport privatization experience in
history and has become, since then, a model to follow for other airport
privatization processes around the world. The U.K. government kept a
Golden Share to avoid undesirable stockholder concentrations and to ensure
continuity of the airport service.
1990 The British government sold in a trade sale 76% of the equity shares of
Liverpool airport to British Aerospace.
BAA purchased Southampton airport.
1992 The Austrian government sold 27% of Vienna airport through an Initial Public
Offering (IPO) in the Austrian Stock Exchange.
BAA sold Prestwick airport to a local private group.
1993 The East Midlands airport was sold in a trade sale to National Express, the
former British government intercity bus operator, privatized in 1988.
1994 The Danish government sold 25% of Copenhagen airport through an Initial
Public Offering in the Copenhagen Stock Exchange.
The U.K. local government sold Southend airport to Regional Airports Ltd.
1995 Cardiff International Airport was privatized through a trade sale to Thomas
Bailey International (TBI).
Bournemouth International Airport was privatized through a trade sale to
National Express.
The Austrian government sold a second stake (20.86%) of Vienna airport
through a public offering in the Austrian Stock Exchange. Schiphol Group
acquired 1% of Vienna airport, which represented one of the first strategic
When not specified, the information contained in this Chapter was gathered from annual reports, press releases,
and web pages of the mentioned airports or the airport operators that manage them.
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partnerships between airports. As a result of this second public offering the
City of Vienna, the Province of Lower Austria and the Federal Republic of
Austria reduced their ownership positions to 17.38% each (52.14% in total).
A consortium, including Dermot Desmond, acquired 100% of London City
Airport.
1996 The U.K. government sold 100% of Belfast airport in a trade sale to TBI.
The Danish government sold a second stake of 24% in Copenhagen airport
through a public offering in the Copenhagen Stock Exchange.
The Greek government sold 45% of the Athens International Airport
Authority, the company in charge of developing and operating the new
airport at Athens/Spata, to a German consortium led by Hochtief, one of the
largest construction companies in Europe, and Frankfurt Airport with a small
participation of 0.125%.
1997 The Italian government sold 45% of Aroporti di Roma (ADR) through an
Initial Public Offering (IPO) in the Milan Stock Exchange.
A consortium including NatWest Ventures and Aer Rianta, the Irish airport
operator, acquired in a trade sale 40% of Birmingham airport (In 2000 the
consortium raised its participation to 48.25%).
Aer Rianta, in partnership with Hochtief, acquired 60% of Dusseldorf airport.
Naples International Airport, managed by Gesac S.p.A. was the first airport
in Italy to undergo privatization when BAA entered as majority shareholder
with 65%. Naples International Airport, with over 4.15 million passengers in
2000, is the number one airport in Southern Italy in terms of passenger
volume and the third airport in Italy after Rome and Milan.
The FirstGroup acquired 51 % of Bristol airport from local authorities.
The Turkish government awarded a BOT contract to build and operate a new
international terminal and a multi-story car parking in the Istanbul
International Airport to a consortium including Vienna as the airport operator.
Peel Airports, a local airport operator, acquired 76% of Liverpool
International Airport from British Aerospace.
1998 The U.K. local authorities granted a 30-year concession to develop an
operate London Luton airport to an international consortium including TBI
with 25% participation.
TBI acquired 90.1% of Skavsta airport a small airport south of Stockholm in
Sweden.
The Belgian government sold 52.5% of Brussels airport to a local operator.
In a process full of controversies, the German government granted a long-
term concession to develop and operate the new airport at Berlin, to a
German consortium leaded by Hochtief, one of the larges construction
companies in Europe, and Frankfurt as the airport operator. The winning
consortium will manage Brandenburg Flughafen Holding (BBF), the
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company operating Berlin's three airports: Tegel, Tempelhof and
Schoenefeld. In 2001 was announced that Frankfurt would have its joint
control diluted into a minority share with a subsidiary of Vienna Airport
holding a minority stake as well.2
1999 Manchester Airport purchased 82.7% stake in Humberside International
Airport.
A6roports de Paris, through (ADP Management), acquired 25% (through a
capital increase) of Liege Airport SAB s.a., the company that holds the
concession to operate Liege International Airport in Belgium. Liege handled
205,000 passengers and 280,000 tons of cargo, and ranks 12th in Europe as
an airport cargo platform.
SAVE a company with 33% private equity was licensed for the
modernization and management of Venice Airport.
2000 The Italian government sold in a trade sale its 51.2% stake of Aeroporti de
Roma (ADR) to the Leonardo Consortium. As a consequence, and following
the Italian law, the Leonardo Consortium made a public offer to acquire the
remaining 48.8% of ADR in the hands of the investment community. ADR
was de-listed from the Milan Stock Exchange on April 23, 2001.
The Swiss government sold 28% of Zurich airport through an Initial Public
Offering in the Zurich Stock Exchange.
Aer Rianta, in partnership with Hochtief, acquired 36% of Hamburg airport.
The Danish State sold, through a third public offering, an additional 17% of
Copenhagen airport's holding (CPH) reducing its equity interest to 33.8%.
The Federal Republic of Austria sold its 17.38% stake in Vienna airport to
the City of Vienna (2.62%), to the Province of Lower Austria (2.62%), and to
Vienna Airport (12.14%) through a buy-back operation. Vienna Airport
formed an employee foundation with 10% of the stock and sold the rest
(2.14%) through a small public offering.
CPH bought 35.3% of Rygge Civil Airport; a small airport located 40 miles
south of Oslo in Norway.
Cintra, a subsidiary of Spanish Grupo Ferrovial, and Australia's Macquarie
Bank acquired full control of Bristol International Airport (2 million
passengers in 2000) from FirstGroup and Bristol City Council ($285m).3
2001 The Italian government sold 28.8% of Florence airport through an Initial
Public Offering (IPO) in the Milan Stock Exchange.
The German government sold 29% of Frankfurt airport through an Initial
Public Offering (IPO) in the Frankfurt Stock Exchange.
2 Source Airports Review. February 20, 2001.
3 Source Jane's Airport Review. July/August 2001.
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Copenhagen Airports (CPH) acquired from seven local councils in the U.K.
49% of Newcastle International Airport, the 10th largest airport in the U.K.,
serving more than 3 million passengers ($140m).
TBI acquired Airport Group international (AGI) a U.S. airport operator.
TBI increased to 46.4% ($85m) its participation in the company, which holds
the concession contract to develop and operate London Luton Airport, taking
its stake in this company to 71.4% (Bechtel, the U.S. construction company
has the remaining 28.6%).
Manchester airport acquired full control of East Midlands and Bournemouth
airports from National Express ($350m). 3
Peel Airports acquired full control of Liverpool International Airport after
buying 24% share from local authorities. 3
Overall, from 1986 to 2001, 37 airports in 12 countries were totally or partially
privatized in Europe: 20 in the United Kingdom, 4 in Germany, 4 in Italy, and one each
in Austria, Denmark, Switzerland, Greece, Belgium, France, Sweden, Norway, and
Turkey. 14 of these airports were privatized through total or partial initial public
offerings (IPO) in an organized stoke exchange: BAA (7), Vienna, Copenhagen, ADR
(2), Frankfurt, Zurich and Florence. Of these IPOs only BAA floated 100% of its stock.
The remaining airports were privatized through total or partial trade sales (almost in all
cases) to international consortiums (strategic investor) including an experienced
airport operator. The 37 airports privatized in Europe include 13 of the 25 top airports
in Europe in terms of passenger throughput4 and handled around 350 million
passengers, equivalent to 35.1% of the total passengers handled in Europe in year
2000.
From 2002 to 2005, the following partial or total airport privatizations in Europe are
expected: Aer Rianta (Ireland); ADP (France); AENA (43 airports in Spain handling
147 million passengers); ANA (Portugal); SEA Milan Airports (Italy); Manchester
airport (U.K.); and Schiphol Group (Netherlands). In our opinion, based on the size
and characteristics of the companies, all of these airports may be privatized via total or
partial IPOs.
Finally, there is no doubt that Europe is leading the airport privatization race, not only
in term of the relative importance of the airports privatized, but also in terms of the
number of airport operators promoting investment opportunities in the global airport
market or in search of cross-border management or technology assistance contracts.
Table 3.3 shows that thirteen of the seventeen well-known international airport
operators are linked to European airports.
Source Jane's Airport Review. July/August 2001.
4 Considering Airport Council International 1999 top 50 Airports.
5 Considering Airport Council International World Airport traffic 2000.
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3.2. Airport Privatization in North America
The U.S. National Airport System consists of more than 3,300 airports owned by
states or municipalities.1 Although the air transport industry in North America is one of
the most privatized, deregulated, and competitive industries in the world, North
American airports have not incorporated private equity investment in the traditional
way.
There is no consensus on why the major commercial airports in the U.S. are still
government-owned enterprises. Some reasons and circumstances have discouraged
local and federal authorities to pursue a privatization strategy, including the following:
a) The U.S. federal tax legislation grants favorable tax treatment to bonds issued by
government-owned airports. This tax treatment enables U.S. airports to borrow
money in very favorable conditions to finance their improvement programs.
Thereby, exists little economic motivation to seek alternative financing sources.
d) Most U.S. major commercial airports have long-term agreements with airlines,
undermining the legal flexibility required to accomplish and expedite a privatization
process.
c) Strong opposition from powerful airlines.
d) The state governments or municipalities are not interested in privatizing their
airports because in the event of a sale, they may not be allowed to use the sale
proceeds on anything else than the airport itself.2
Additionally, the following conditions have discouraged the participation of private
investors in the equity of the main U.S. airports:
a) U.S. airports serve a more mature air transport sector with only a 3.1% expected
traffic growth over the next twenty years.3
b) Most U.S. airports are in a well-advanced stage of development of commercial
activities with limited potential growth.
c) Most U.S. airports have limited growth potential on commercial activities due to a
high mix of domestic passengers, traditionally with less potential to develop
commercial revenue. In terms of commercial revenue, CS First Boston considers
international passengers three times more valuable than domestic passengers. 4
f) U.S. airports operate, in most cases, under a residual regime (equivalent to a
"Single Till" approach); so non-aeronautical airport revenues subsidize airport
charges, limiting the upside potential of developing commercial activities (see
Chapter 4).
1 Source: FAA Airport Improvement Program 2000.
2 U.S. General Accounting Office. "Airport privatization: Issues Related to Sale or Lease U.S. Commercial Airports." Nov 1996.
3 Boeing. Current Market Outlook, 2000. http://boeing.com.
4 Airport Review. CSFB Equity Research, 21 September 2000.
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Consequently, major airports in the U.S. have included private management through
the sale of a management and operating contract, or through outsourcing different
kind of services, not through the total or partial participation of private investors
directly in the equity (stock) of airport organizations. However, most of the
governmentally owned U.S. major airports organizations have transmitted
considerable management control and operational responsibilities to private interests
and their airports are among the most privatized in the world.
The major privatization experiences in United States have been limited to the following
management and operating contract experiences:
1992 The Pittsburgh Airport Authority granted BAA a 15-year retail management
contract to develop and manage commercial activities at Pittsburgh
International Airport (20 million passengers). As part of the contract, BAA
invested $13 million in the retailing facilities, introduced a new pricing policy,
and revamped the retail complex: the average-spend per passenger grew in
shops and catering outlets from $2.40 to $8.10. Pittsburgh Airport now has
over 100 shops and restaurants occupying 9,290 m2 and has become one of
the largest and most successful airport retail complexes in the U.S.
According to BAA, sales per m2 are between four and five times those of
typical U.S. regional shopping centers.
1994 The Indianapolis Airport Authority granted BAA Indianapolis, LLC (BAA) a
10-year contract to manage and operate six airports including Indianapolis
International Airport (7.4 million passengers). BAA has full operating
responsibility for the airports under a unique performance-based
management contract. In 1998, BAA was awarded an additional three years
to its original ten-year contract. This contract includes the management and
operations of all aspects of the airport, including fire and police,
housekeeping, parking, retail, food & beverage concessions, airport
information, environment, expansion planning, and other services.
Indianapolis International is now the largest privately managed airport in the
United States.
1996 The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey granted a Build Operate
and Transfer (BOT) contract to develop and operate the new international
terminal at JFK airport to an international consortium including Schiphol.
1997 The Susquehanna Area Regional Airport Authority (SARAA) owner and
operator of Harrisburg International Airport in Pennsylvania (1.5 million
passengers) signed a 10-year management contract with BAA. This contract
was terminated through a lawsuit in July 2001.
The TBI Airport Management, Inc. was contracted by the Sanford Airport
Authority to manage both the international and domestic terminals, develop
additional air service, and provide ground handling and cargo services at
Orlando Sanford Airport, which handled 1.2 million passengers in 2000.
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5 Professor Richard de Neufville. 2001
1998 As a result of the Privatization Pilot Program launched by the Federal Airport
Administration (FAA) in 1996. National Express was selected by New York
State to lease Stewart airport for 99 years. Stewart airport, located 60 miles
north of New York City, was the first U.S. airport to be fully privatized and the
first participant in the FAA's airport privatization pilot program to complete
the process. National Express Group PLC offered $35 million in cash up-
front, plus a percentage of airport revenues. Under the terms of the pilot
program, the principal airlines operating at Stewart must agree to the lease
payment formula as well as to any landing-fee increases in excess of the
rate of inflation.6
The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey authorized a 15-year
agreement with BAA to develop and manage retail and food operations in
Terminals A and B at Newark International Airport. The Port Authority
unilaterally terminated the contract in 2001.
1999 A Spanish consortia including AENA as the airport operator, won a 99-year
lease of Niagara Falls airport in New York state.
2000 Massachusetts Port Authority awarded BAA-USA a contract to manage the
retail and catering operations for Boston Logan International Airport's
terminals B and D/E. The 10-year contract begins in January 2002, with an
interim management contract from August 1, 2000. BAA's international retail
division will develop and manage the retail concession activities (84,000sq.
ft) in the two terminals and will invest $8 million over the term of the contract.
2001 BAA announced in its 2000/01 Annual Report that it was negotiating with the
City of New York for a consultancy contract, and according to BAA, this may
lead to a full management contract for New York JFK and LaGuardia
airports, when the current agreement with the Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey ends.
The Canadian Case:
1989 Transport Canada granted a 60-year BOT contract to develop and operate
(airside and landside) Terminal 3 in Lester B. Pearson Airport in Toronto to
an international consortium including the airport operator Lockheed. Toronto
was Canada's first busiest airport in 2000 with 28.8 million passengers.
1992 The Canadian Government started the process of assigning ownership and
management of the major airports operated by Transport Canada to local
Airport Authorities (Vancouver, Montreal, Calgary and Edmonton). The
Canadian Airport Authorities were designed as community-based, not-for-
profit, and no-shareholders organizations. They receive no government
funding, guarantees or subsidies, and all earnings are reinvested in airport
developments and service improvements.
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6 Source: www. privatization. org.
7 Jane's Airport Review. March 2000.
The Airport Authority of Montreal assumed the management and operation
of Dorval and Mirabel International Airports from Transport Canada under
the provisions of a long-term lease with the Government of Canada. Dorval
International Airport handled 8.5 million passengers in 2000.
The Airport Authority of Vancouver assumed the management and operation
of Vancouver International Airport (YVR) from Transport Canada under the
provisions of a long-term lease with the Government of Canada. YVR is
Canada's second busiest airport with approximately 16 million passengers in
2000. Currently YVR, through Vancouver Airport Services (YVRAS), a
professional airport operator, manages 12 airports in 5 countries.
3.3. Airport Privatization in Latin America
1991 The Mexican Government granted a 15-year contract to build, operate and
transfer (BOT) a Charter Terminal in Cancun International Airport to a local
group.
1995 The Government of Colombia granted a BOT contract to build and operate
the second runway in El Dorado Airport in Bogota to Dragados, the major
infrastructure developer in Spain.
The Mexican Government granted a contract to build, operate and transfer
(BOT) the international terminal at Mexico City International Airport to a local
group.
1996 The government of Bolivia granted a long-term contract to develop and
operate three airports in Bolivia to an international consortium including
Airport Group International (AGI) the U.S. airport operator. These airports
handled 1.1 million passengers during year 2000.
The Mexican Government granted a contract to build, operate and transfer
(BOT) a Charter Terminal at Los Cabos International Airport to a local group.
1997 The Colombian government granted to an international consortium, including
AENA, a 15-year concession to manage and operate Barranquilla
International Airport (1 million passengers approximately).
In November, Vancouver Airport (YVR) and its consortium partners were
awarded a 15-year contract to build, operate and transfer (BOT) a terminal
building at the Arturo Merino Benitez International Airport in Santiago, Chile.
Santiago International Airport processed in 2000 around 5.8 million
passengers, 300,000 metric tons of cargo, and handled 63,000 aircraft
movements.
1998 The Argentine government granted a 30-year master concession to operate
the 33 major airports (18 million passengers) in the country to Aeropuertos
Argentina 2000, an international consortium including SEA-Milan and Ogden
Corporation, a U.S. operator.
The Mexican Government sold, through an international bidding process,
15% of the equity of the Southeast Airport Group (ASUR) to an international
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consortium including Copenhagen Airports as the airport operator. ASUR
holds a 50-year master concession to operate nine airports (11.5 million
passengers in 2000) on the Yucatan peninsula in Mexico, including Cancun
Airport the third busiest airport in Latin America with 7.7 million passengers
in 2000.
The Colombian government granted to an international consortium, including
AENA, a 15-year concession to manage and operate Cartagena
International Airport, which handled around 1 million passengers in 1999.
1999 The Mexican Government sold, through an international bidding process,
15% of the equity of the Pacific Airport Group to an international consortium
including AENA as the airport operator. The Pacific Airport Group holds a
50-year master concession to operate 12 airports (16 million passengers) in
Mexico, including Guadalajara and Tijuana international airports.
The Government of Costa Rica granted to an international consortium
including AGI a 20-year concession to operate the San Jose International
Airport (2 million passengers).
The Colombian government granted to Aerocali, an international consortium
including AENA, a 20-year concession to manage, operate and develop Cali
International Airport, which handled approximately 2 million passengers
during 1999.
2000 The Mexican Government sold, through an international bidding process,
15% of the equity of the North Central Airport Group to an international
consortium including Aeroports de Paris (ADP) as the airport operator. The
North Central Airport Group holds a 50-year master concession to operate
13 airports (10.5 million passengers) in Mexico, including Monterrey
International Airport.
AENA signed a 6-year contract to manage the new Jardines del Rey Airport
being built at Cayo Coco, Cuba.
The government of the Dominican Republic granted a 20-year concession to
develop and operate four airports (Santo Domingo, Puerto Plata, Samana
and Barahona - handling 4.6 million passengers during 2000) to Aerodom,
an international consortium, including Vancouver Airport Services (YVRAS)
as the airport operator. The concession contract has been extended to 25
years and it includes the construction of two more airports: La Isabela and
Catey.
The Mexican Government sold 85% of the equity of the Southeast Airport
Group, through a simultaneous Initial Public Offerings (IPOs) at the NYSE
and the Mexican stock exchange.
2001 The Government of Peru granted a 30-year concession to develop and
operate the Lima International Airport (4.5 million passengers) to Lima
Airport Partners, an international consortium including Bechtel and Frankfurt
as the airport operator.
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The Government of Uruguay granted a 25-year BOT contract to develop and
operate Montevideo's Carrasco International Airport (1 million passengers)
to an international consortium including YVR as the airport operator.
Vancouver Airport Services (YVRAS), in a consortium with Agunsa,
Dragados and Ashtrom, was elected as the preferred bidder for a 30-year
contract to develop, manage and operate Sangster International Airport in
Montego Bay, Jamaica (3 million passengers). The winning consortium will
expand the existing facility to a capacity of 6 million passengers and will
require a total investment of approximately US$200 million over the life of
the contract.
The Providenciales Airport Authority awarded YVRAS a 15-year contract for
the operation and management of the airport terminal at Providenciales
International Airport in the Turks and Caicos Islands. The airport handled
approximately 300,000 passengers per year.
Overall, from 1991 to 2001, 86 airports in 12 countries were totally or partially
privatized in Latin America: 34 in Mexico, 33 in Argentina, 5 in Dominican Republic, 4
in Colombia, 3 in Bolivia and one each in Caicos, Chile, Costa Rica, Cuba, Jamaica,
Peru, and Uruguay. Only ASUR with 9 airports, was privatized through a partial
international public offering (IPO) in an organized stoke exchange. The remaining
airports were privatized through total (Argentina) or partial trade sales to international
consortiums including an experienced airport operator. The built operate and transfer
(BOT) scheme was frequently used to construct new facilities or expand and
modernize existing facilities. The 86 airports privatized in Latin America handled
around 83 million passengers, equivalent to 59.4% of the total passengers handled in
Latin America in 2000.1
From 2002 to 2005, the following airport privatizations in Latin America and the
Caribbean are expected: the IPO of 85% of the equity of the Mexican Pacific Airport
Group; IPO of 85% of the equity of the Mexican North Central Airport Group; Mexico
City Airport (Benito Juarez International Airport) including a BOT scheme for the new
Mexico City Airport at Texcoco; the IPO of INFRAERO, Brazil (67 airports and 62.8
million passengers) with the participation of an international airport operator; and trade
sales of La Havana Airport in Cuba, and the major airports in Honduras, Panama,
Ecuador, Venezuela and Guatemala.
3.4. Airport Privatization in Asia and Australia
1997 The Australian Government during Phase I of its airport privatization process
granted (via trade sales) long-term leases of the following airports: Brisbane
(Schiphol), Melbourne (APAC/BAA)2 and Perth (16.1%AGI/TBI). These
airports handled 10.4, 14.6, and 4.8 million passengers respectively, during
1999.
Considering Airport Council International World Airport traffic 2000.
2 BAA has 15.1% equity stake in Australia Pacific Airports (APAC) in conjunction with three Australian partners.
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1998 The New Zealand government sold 50.4 % of Auckland International Airport
Ltd. through an Initial Public Offering (IPO) in the New Zealand Stock
Exchange. The company's shares were also listed on the Australian Stock
Exchange. This airport handled 8.4 million passengers during 2000.
The Australian Government as part of Phase II of its airport privatization
process granted long-term leases of the following airports: Adelaide
(Manchester), Canberra (Capital Airport Group), Hobart (30% AGI/TBI),
Coolangatta (Manchester), Launceston (APAC/BAA)3, Townsville (Catalyst)
and Northern Territory Airports (19.9% AGI/TBI) that includes Darwin,
Tennant Creek, Alice Springs. Adelaide, Canberra, Hobart, Launceston and
the Northern Territory Airports airport handled 3.7, 1.8, 0.9, 0.5 and 1.8
million passengers respectively, during 1999.
YVRAS, the operating arm of YVR, was designated the strategic advisor for
the consortium that recently purchased the Wellington International Airport in
New Zealand (3.6 million passengers during 1999). YVRAS has a 7-year
term contract to provide strategic advice and consultancy services, including
all retail planning and implementation, master planning, and marketing.
1999 The New Zealand North Shore Council sold an additional 7.1% of Auckland
International Airport Ltd. through a trade sale to Singapore Changi Airport;
with this sale the shares free float reached 57.5%.
The Chinese government sold 25 % of Beijing Capital International Airport
(PEK) through an Initial Public Offering (IPO) in the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange, and granted a strategic partner contract to A6roports de Paris
(ADP Management), which acquired 10% of the company's equity. BCIA
handled approximately 20 million passengers during 2000.
The government of Malaysia sold 28% of Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad
(MAHB) through an Initial Public Offering in Asian Stock Exchanges. MAHB
manage 37 airports including Kuala Lampur International Airport (KUL) and
handled 32.7 million passengers during 2000.
The Cochin International Airport was the first privatized International Airport
in India. The government of Kerala, local financial institutions, local airport
service providers, and other investors, participated in the new equity
structure.
2001 The Government of Philippines granted a long-term contract to construct and
manage the third terminal building at the Aquino International Airport (12.4
million passengers in 1999) to an international consortium, including
Frankfurt as the airport operator.
The Indian Government selected an international consortium including
Siemens and Zurich Airport to develop and operate the new Bangalore
International Airport. The green-field project, with an approximate cost of
$230 million, has year 2005 as the expected ending date.
3 The airport is owned and managed in partnership by APAC (90%) and the Launceston City Council (10%).
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National Express was awarded a management contract to run the Subic Bay
Airport in the Philippines.
In March, BAA agreed to acquire from TBI/AGI 15% at Perth airport and 10%
in Northern Territory Airports (25 million sterling pounds).
In November, the Chinese government sold 25% of Xiamen Airport
Development Co. Ltd through an Initial Public Offering (IPO) in the Shanghai
Stock Exchange. The Gaoqi International Airport in Xiamen (XMN), officially
opened in December 1996, is one of the biggest international airports in
China and handled approximately 4.5 million passengers during 2000.
Overall, from 1997 to 2001, 56 airports in 6 countries were totally or partially privatized
in Asia and Australia: 37 in Malaysia, 12 in Australia, 2 in New Zealand, 2 in China, 2
in Philippines and one in India. 40 airports in Malaysia (37), China (2), and New
Zealand were privatized through partial public offerings (IPOs) in an organized stoke
exchange. The remaining airports were privatized through total (Australia) or partial
trade sales to international consortiums including an experienced airport operator. The
56 airports privatized in Asia and Australia handled around 118 million passengers,
equivalent to 22.4% of the total passengers handled in Asia and Australia during
20001.
From 2002 to 2005, the following airport privatizations in Asia and Australia are
expected: Sydney "Kingsford Smith" International Airport (where definition of the site
of the New Sydney Airport is required) in Australia; Incheon International Airport in
Korea (ICN); New Delhi (DEL), Calcutta, Mumbai, and Chennai airports in India;
Changi International Airport (SIN) in Singapore; Hong Kong International Airport
(HKG) in China; and Manila International Airport (MNL) in Philippines, among others.
3.5. Airport Privatization in Africa and the Middle East
1993 The Government of Cameroon granted a management contract to Aeroports
de Paris (ADP) to operate five airports: Douala, Yaounde, Garoua, Maroua,
and N'Gaoundere. These airports handled 540,000 passengers in 1993.
1999 BAA began a 5-year renewable contract to redevelop and manage Mauritius
International Airport (1.6 million passengers). BAA is responsible for
commercial activities, terminal and airfield operations, as well as overseeing
the airport's development program.
2000 Aeroporti di Roma (ADR) acquired 20% of Airports Company South Africa.
ACSA handled around 19.6 million passengers at 10 airports, including
Johannesburg (JNB) and Cape Town (CPT).
Considering Airport Council International World Airport traffic 2000.
2 Ellis J. Juan. Airport Infrastructure: The Emerging Role of the Private Sector. November 1995.
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2001 The Government of Oman granted a 25-year concession to develop and
manage two airports (Seeb International Airport serves 2.7 million
passengers in Muscat the capital of Oman and Salalah Airport serves 0.15
million passengers) to an international consortium, including BAA as the
airport operator with a 25% stake in the new company.
In May, an international consortium led by YVRAS was awarded a 25-year
contract to manage and operate the Sharm El Sheikh International Airport in
Egypt. This contract will require the construction of a new terminal building
and other infrastructure totaling approximately US$250 million. The airport
currently handles slightly over 2 million passengers annually.
Overall, from 1993 to 2001, 19 airports in 5 countries were totally or partially privatized
in Africa and the Middle East: 10 in South Africa, 5 in Cameroon, 2 in Oman, and one
each in Egypt and Mauritius. All the airports were privatized through trade sales to
international consortiums including an experienced airport operator. These 19 airports
privatized handled around 27 million passengers annually, equivalent to 18.3% of the
total passengers handled in Africa and the Middle East during 20001.
3.6. Summary of the Airport Privatization History around the World
From 1986 to 2001, 198 airports in 36 countries were totally or partially privatized in
the world (without considering the few cases in the U.S. and Canada): 86 in the Latin
America, 56 in Asia and Australia, 37 in Europe, and 19 in Africa and the Middle East.
63 of these airports were privatized through a total or partial public offerings (IPOs) in
an organized stoke exchange, the remaining airports were privatized through total or
partial trade sales to international consortiums including an experienced airport
operator.
The 198 airports privatized in world handled around 578 million passengers,
equivalent to 17.8% (32.9% without considering the U.S. and Canada) of the total
number of passengers handled in the world during 20001. Table 3.1 summarizes the
development outlined in Sections 3.1 - 3.5.
Considering Airport Council International World Airport traffic 2000.
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Table 3.1
Summary of Relevant Historic and Forthcoming Airport Privatizations
Year Europe North America Latin America Asia/Pacific Africa and
I M. East
1987 BAA (100% IPO)
1989 Toronto (Lockheed)
1990 Liverpool (B. Aerospace)
Southampton (BAA)
1991 Cancun BOT Charter
Terminal (local group)
1992 Vienna I (IPO) Pittsburgh (BAA)
Prestwick (local group)
1993 East Midlands (N. Exp) Cameroon
(ADP)
1994 Copenhagen I (IPO)
Southend (Regional Airports)
1995 Cradiff (TBI) Indianapolis (BAA) Bogota, Col (Dragados)
Bournemouth (N. Exp) Mex City BOT Int. Terminal
Vienna 11 (PO) (local group)
London City (Desmond)
1996 Belfast (TBI) JFK (Schiphol) Bolivia (AGI/TBI)
Copenhagen 11 (PO) L. Cabos BOT Charter
Athens (Hochtief) Term.
(local group)
1997 ADR (IPO) Harrisburg (BAA) Barranquilla, Col. (AENA) Australia Phase I:
Birmingham (A. Rianta) Orlando S. (TBI) Chile (YVR) Brisbane (Schiphol)
Dusseldorf (A. Rianta) Melbourne (BAA)
Naples (BAA) Perth (AGI/TBI)
Bristol (FirstGroup)
Istanbul (Vienna)
Liverpool _I (Peel Airports)
1998 London Luton (TBI) Steward (N. Exp) Argentina (SEA-Ogden) Auckland I (IPO)
Stockholm Skavsta (TBI) Newark (BAA) Mex. Southeast I (CPH) Australia Phase I
Brussels (local group) Cartagena, Col. (AENA) Wellington, NZ
Berlin (IVG)
1999 Humberside (Man) Niagara Falls Mex. Pacific I (AENA) Auckland I (Changi) Mauritius
Liege (ADP) (AENA) Costa Rica (AGI/TBI) Malaysia (IPO) (BAA)
Venice (local group) Cali, Col. (AENA) Beijing (IPO/ADP)
Cochin (local group)
2000 ADR 11 (Leonardo G.) Boston (BAA) Dominican Rep. (YVR) S. Africa
Zurich (IPO) Mex. N. Central I (ADP) (ADR)
Hamburg (A. Rianta) Mex Southeast I (IPO)
Copenhagen III (PO) Cayo Coco, Cuba (AENA)
Vienna III (Buy back)
Rygge (CPH)
Bristol I (CINTRA)
2001 Florence (IPO) JFK (BAA) Lima (Frankfurt) Subic Bay (N. Exp) Egypt
Frankfurt (IPO) LGA (BAA) Uruguay (YVR) Oman (BAA) (YVR)
Newcastle (CPH) Providenciales (YVR) Bangalore (Zurich)
AGI (TBI) Montego Bay, Jamaica Xiamen (IPO)
London Luton I (TBI) (YVR) Philippines (Frankfurt)
East Midlands 11 (Man) TBI sold Perth and N.
Bournemouth 11 (Man) Territory airports to
Liverpool IllI (Peel Airports) BAA
Aer Rianta Mex. Pacific 11 Sydney, Australia S. Africa I
2002 Schiphol Group Mex. North Central 11 Inchon, Korea
to ADP (France) Mexico City (DF and New Delhi, India
2005 AENA (Spain) Texcoco) Calcutta, India
ANA (Portugal) INFRAERO (Brazil) Changi, Singapore
Milan La Havana Hong Kong, China
Manchester Manila, Philipines
Sources: Annual Report of the mentioned airports; Airport Infrastructure: The Emerging Role of the Private Sector. Ellis J. Juan,
Nov. 1995; Jane's Airport Review; Pan-European Airports Review. ABN-Amro. November 2000; ACI Latin America. Extracts
from the AC! World Report. June 2000; What are the Lessons from Airport Privatization, Commercialization and Regulation in the
UK. Ian Humphrey, Graham Francis and Jackie Fry. TRB 2001.
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3.7. Relevant Privatization Schemes
The privatization trend during the last fifteen years has taken different schemes
around the world. The different privatization schemes can be classified into the
following three main categories: i) Sale of Corporate Equity or long-term Airport
Master Concession; ii) Sale of Management Contract; and iii) Outsourcing and short-
term Individual Concessions for specific services. Some examples of each category
are presented in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2
Relevant Privatization Schemes
Sale of Corporate Equity Sale of Management Outsourcing and short-term
or long-term Airport Contract Individual Concessions for
Master Concession specific services
- IPO (to general public) - Integral Operation: - Main airports in the U.S.
Total: IndianapolisBAo(al: Indi s "The U.S. airports are amongBAA (Sale of - Commercial Activities: the most privately operatedAssets/Golden Share) Pittsburgh airports in the world"' using
Partial: Outsourcing and short-term
Copenhagen, Vienna, individual concessions
Frankfurt and Zurich
- Trade Sale to a strategic
investor
Total: Argentina and
Australia
Partial: South Africa and
Mexican Airports Stage I
- Combined (Trade Sale
plus IPO): Mexican
Southeast Airport Group
- Build Operate and
Transfer (BOT):
London Luton (Complete
Airport) and Colombia (El
Dorado 2nd runway)
In the Sale of Corporate Equity scheme, it is important to point out that the corporation
may be the owner of the airport assets (like BAA) or have a log-term Airport Master
Concession (generally more than 20 years) to exploit the airport assets. In this
category it is included the Build Operate and Transfer (BOT) scheme that gives the
right to the owner to exploit the airport or specific facility (runway or terminal building)
for a specific period (generally more than 30 years). In all cases, the selling
government keeps some safeguards (Golden Share or the right to revoke concession)
to avoid undesirable ownership or poor performance.
MIT lecture materials. Professor Richard de Neufville. 2001
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3.8. Major International Airport Operators
In parallel to the development of the airport privatization trend, a group of major airport
operators started the promotion of all kind of consortiums to compete internationally
for management contracts, concessions or investment opportunities. These major
airport operators are presented in alphabetical order in Table 3.3. As can be seen, 13
of the 17 well-known international airport operators are linked to European airports,
and 9 out of 17 are privately managed and have some degree of private ownership.
Table 3.3
Major Airport Operators in the World
Airport Operator Airports Airports Partially Management
Owned Owned (Concessioned) Contracts or
(Concessioned) Technical Assistance
Aeroporti di Roma (ADR) Rome Fiumicino South Africa (20%)
Italy Ciampino Genova (15%)
27.1 million passengers. Calabrese (16.67%)
Aeroports de Montreal Dorval
Canada Miravel
Aeroports de Paris (ADP) Charles de Gaulle- Beijing (10%), Cameroon (7 airports)
and ADP Management Roissy Liege (25%) Madagascar (12
France Orly Mexican North Central Group airports)
73.7 million passengers. Le Bourget (3.8% in 13 airports) Phnom Penh
(Cambodia)
Conakry (Guinea)
Aeropuertos Espaholes y 43 airports in Spain Mexican Pacific Group (3.8% Cayo Coco, Cuba
Navegaci6n Aerea (AENA) in 12 airports)
Spain Colombia (3 airports)
128.1 million passengers.
Aer Rianta Dublin Birmingham (48.25%)
Ireland Shannon
18.0 million passengers. Cork
Hochtief Athens (39.94%)
Germany
Airport Partners Dusseldorf (60%)
60% Hochtief and 40% Aer Hamburg (36%)
Rianta
BAA, Plc. Heathrow Melbourne (15%) Pittsburgh
United Kingdom Gatwick Lauceston (15.1%) Indianapolis
124.7 million passengers. Stansted Oman (25% in 2 airports) Naples
Aberdeen Perth (16%)* Boston
Edinburgh Darwin (20%)* Mauritius
Glasgow Alice Springs (20%)*
Southampton Tennant Creek (20%)*
*(Acquired from TBI/AGI in 2001)
Copenhagen Airports Copenhagen Mexican Southeast Group Norway, Stockholm
(CPH) Kastrup (3.8%/15% in 9 airports) Airport (Sweden),
Denmark And Roskilde Rygge (35.3%) Tallinn Airport (Estonia)
18.4 million passengers. Newcastle (49%) and Milan Airport (Italy).
Flughafen Frankfurt Frankfurt Main Hahn (65%), Athens/Spata
Germany Saarbrucken (51%)
49.4 million passengers. Brisbane (1%) and
Hanover (20%)
Manchester Airport Manchester Adelaide, Parafield,
United Kingdom Coolangatta,
20.4 million passengers. Humberside (82.7%),
East Midlands*, and
Bournemouth*
*(Acquired from National Express)
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Table 3.3 (Continuation...)
Airport Operator Airports Airports Partially Management
Owned Owned (Concessioned) Contracts or
(Concessioned) Technical Assistance
National Express Group Steward Subic Bay, Philippines
United Kingdom
Schiphol Group Amsterdam Brisbane (15.38%)
Netherlands Schiphol JFK International Arrivals
39.6 million passengers. Lelystad (40%)
Rotterdam Eindhoven (50.5%) and Vienna
(1%)
Ogden A. Argentina 2000 (28%)
U.S. 33 airports
Societa Esercizi Milan Malpensa Bergamo-Orio al Serio (50%),
Aeroportuali (SEA) Milan Linate Rimini (12.5%),
Italy Naples (5%),
23.6 million passengers. Turin (1%),
Argentina 2000 (28%)
Thomas Bailey Belfast London Luton (71%) Albany, Atlanta and
International (TBI)/Airport Cardiff Hobart (30%) Burbank
Group International (AGI) Orlando Sandford Bolivia (90% and 3 airports)
United Kingdom Costa Rica
13 million passengers. Stockholm Skavsta (90.1%)
Vancouver Airport (YVR) Vancouver Montevideo, Uruguay Providenciales, Caicos
and Vancuver Airport Santiago, Chile Egypt
Services (YVRAS) Dominican Rep. (6 airports) Jamaica
Canada Montego Bay, Jamaica
16 million passangers.
Vienna Vienna Istanbul
Austria International
12 million passangers. Voslau 1_1
Sources: Annual Report of the mentioned airport operators; Pan-European Airports Review. ABN-Amro. November
2000; Global aiport groupings. Airline Business December 2001.
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Chapter 4. Economic Regulation
This chapter presents:
1) The issue of limited competition among airports;
2) The need for economic regulation to protect the long-term public interest in non-
government managed and operated airports;
3) Some of the main and most common objectives that policy-makers should consider
before the establishment of an economic regulation mechanism;
4) The monopolistic nature of some airport services and a classification of airport
services;
5) A description of the economic regulation mechanism and an analysis of the
advantages and disadvantages of its two basic philosophies: Rate of Return and
Price Cap;
6) An analysis of the implications and different points of view of one of the most
controversial issues in airport economic regulation around the world: the "Single
Till" approach versus the "Dual Till" approach. The discussion in the chapter will
address the landing fee methodologies used at U.S. airports: residual versus
compensatory.
7) An analysis of the different steps in the implementation of the regulation
mechanism under the Price Cap regime and the Regulation Revision Cycle;
8) Examples of economic regulation around the world and some results; and
9) Some final economic regulation considerations and conclusions.
4.1. Limited Competition Among Airports
The major airports around the world handle three different classes of passengers:
origin/destination (O/D) passengers, transfer passengers, and transit passengers.
Airports are considered local monopolies because they have a captive market over
origin/destination passengers traveling from/to their catchment areas, and they only
compete with other airports (in a limited way) for transfer and transit passengers.
In order to understand the amount of competition among airports it is important to
consider the following markets:
1) The passengers origin-destination market: In normal conditions, an airport has a
captive market over the origin/destination of passenger flying from/to its catchment
area. However, it has limited influence over the volume and characteristics of the
passengers for whom it provides a destination or departure point.
2) The passengers transfer and transit market: A major development that followed
U.S. deregulation was the development of hub-and-spoke networks on strategically
located airports used as transfer and consolidation/deconsolidation points for
passengers and cargo. The airport hub concept has expanded to airports around
the world in the following three modalities:
* International gateway hubs are concentrated in the major population centers or
international crossroads, such as New York (JFK), Miami (MIA), Los Angeles
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(LAX), San Francisco (SFO), London (HDR), Paris (CDG), Amsterdam (AMS),
Frankfurt (FRA), Tokyo (NRT), and Hong Kong (HKG). These hubs have a wide
airline customer base and an important number of O/D passengers. Most
gateway hubs are highly congested and only compete in a limited way for new
airlines or for additional transfer passengers.
" Regional hubs are linked to a dominant airline. These hubs serve a relatively
high number of domestic transfer passengers and they compete, associated
with its dominant airline, against other regional hub/airlines to get market share.
The strategy and financial performance of a regional hub is closely linked to its
dominant airline, and usually, the airport does not have incentives to actively
compete by itself for additional sources of passengers. Regional hub airports
are located in cities with strategic geographic characteristics (location and
weather) such as Atlanta (ATL)/Delta Air Lines (market share 82%), Dallas
(DFW)/American Airlines (market share 70%), Minneapolis (MSP)/Northwest
Airlines (market share 72%), Detroit (DTT)/Northwest Airlines (market share
69%), and Denver (DEN) United Airlines (market share 62%). Chicago (ORD)
is special case in this category serving two main carriers: United Airlines
(market share 43%) and American (market share 31%).1 Normally, in this type
of hubs the dominant airline has a strong negotiation power, counterbalancing
the monopolistic power of the airport.
* Secondary hubs serve as second tier hubs for major carriers or primary hubs
for smaller airlines. Examples of secondary hubs include Boston (BOS), St.
Louis (STL), Mexico City (MEX), Toronto (YTO), Copenhagen (CPH) and
Vienna (VIE). Secondary hubs are the most numerous and when congestion is
not an issue, they may compete in a very active way to attract major and
regional carriers, as well as transfer passengers.
3) Financial Markets: Airports are competing for funds in the financial markets and, in
some cases, for long-term investors in the international capital markets.
4) Other markets: In addition to transfer and transit passengers, airports may
compete for cargo, for aircraft maintenance contracts, for brand name retail shops,
and for all kind of service providers. Moreover, commercially oriented airports are
also competing with local retailers and service providers. These airports are
expanding their efforts to develop specific strategies that target and satisfy not just
airlines and passengers, but also, airport employees, as well as nearby residential
and business communities. Airports in this case normally have well-developed and
efficient access from the city to the airport. Airports are also competing for
investment opportunities and management or technical assistance contracts to
expand their international presence.
Although it seems that there is some degree of competition among airports on specific
markets and services, this competition is quite limited and it is not enough to
counterbalance the profit maximization orientation of the privately owned and
managed airport organization.
Figures 12 months ended June 2000. Source: Aviation Daily, April 12, 2001.
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4.2. The need for Economic Regulation
Considering that price competition is not a driving force in the airport industry and that
there is no evidence of significant competition among airports, it is clear that in the
case of a privately owned and managed airport (profit maximizer) organization, there
is a need for a mechanism that protects the long-term public interest and at the same
time provides certainty and stability to investors and users.
One needs to balance the efficiency, flexibility and entrepreneurial innovation of the
airport private organization against the effective protection of the public interest in the
long run. How should government policy-makers deal with this trade-off?
One practical solution that has being applied (in different degrees) with positive results
in major U.S. commercial airports, is the Public-Private Partnership (PPP) approach,
with some form of shared allocation of responsibilities between government and
private interests. In this approach, the government is an active decision-making
partner and acts as an insider in the policy-formation process. The major advantage of
this shared policy-formation process is that decisions emerge having substantial
collective agreement. "The partnership approach appears to represent an effective
balance between public oversight and private capabilities."' However, its major
limitation is that the natural conflict between the interests of private investors and
those of the users (represented by the government) still persists, and usually there are
no rules within the organization to solve this conflict in an open, clear, transparent,
consistent, and systematic way. Another major limitation is that PPP airport
organizations do not have enough flexibility to properly attract and compensate top
private management.
Another more effective approach is to design and implement an economic regulation
mechanism that on the one hand permits the government to achieve all the
advantages of a privately owned and managed airport organization and on the other
hand protects the long-term public interest without compromising the flexibility
required by the private sector in order to introduce efficiency and innovation in the
airport planning and operation activities. The limitation of this approach is that if the
economic regulation mechanism is not properly designed and applied, it can become
an expensive and time-consuming mechanism.
Like in any strategic and long-term-decision issue, the starting point in defining an
economic regulation strategy is to have a clear picture of its scope and main
objectives. For this reason, beneath are presented some examples of the most
common objectives that policy-makers should consider before the establishment of an
economic regulation mechanism.
Professor Richard de Neufville. MIT 2002.
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4.3. Economic Regulation Objectives:
1) Protect the long-term interest of users (passengers, cargo shippers and air
carriers) and service providers.
2) Prevent monopolistic pricing and other monopolistic practices.
3) Ensure safety and security.
4) Promote quality of service.
5) Prevent discrimination against users and service providers.
6) Encourage economic efficiency and productivity.
7) Allow "fair" long-term return to the private investors to ensure the financial viability
of airport services and to provide incentives for the appropriate investment on
airport assets.
8) Provide long-term market stability and certainty to users and investors.
9) Provide flexibility to adjust to changes in market conditions caused by natural and
economic disasters (for example the events of September 11, 2001), and also
change in technology.
10)Promote a more rational use of scarce resources.
1 1)Promote active participation of users and induce competition within the airport in
non-regulated activities (self regulation).
12) Develop a simple, robust, and transparent system that is easy to apply and revise.
13)Consider externalities (noise, emissions, and congestion) to protect general public
interest.
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4.4. Different Types of Services
Modern Airports provide multiple kind of services to a broad range of different clients.
For the purpose of our discussion, Air Traffic Control is not considered an Airport
Service. For regulatory purposes airport services may be classified into:
1) Essential Airport Services (Monopolistic - requlation required)
Essential Airport Services are those services that are essential for the operation of
the airport, are monopolistic by nature and should be regulated.
Essential Airport Services can also be sub-classified into Essential Airside
Services, generally provided by the airport operator, and Essential Landside
Services generally provided by third parties or concessionaires designated by the
airport operator. Almost all of the current economic regulation mechanisms focus
their attention on the airside of the airport, underestimating the ability of private
operators to take advantage of their monopolistic position to exploit the landside
infrastructure and services of the airport. The most common Essential Airport
Services are presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1
Essential Airport Services
Essential Airside Services
" Runways
- Taxiways
- Aprons
- Visual Aids and Lighting
- Terminal Buildings
- Boarding Facilities
- Airport Safety and Security
* Fire Fighting and Rescue
- Meteorological Services
* Telecommunications
* Deicing
- Slot Allocation
- Lease of Space to Providers of
Complementary Services
- Access to Providers of Complementary
Services
Essential Landside
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Services
" Check-in Counters
- Airline Ticket Counters
" Airline Traffic Counters
" Access to Providers Ground Transportation
- Car Parking
- Lease of Space to Car-Rental
2) Complementary Services (No regulation under competitive environment)
Complementary Services are those services related to the operation of the aircraft
and airlines, and usually they are provided directly by the airlines or third parties
designated by them. Competition should be encouraged among the different
providers of ground handling services. Given their impact on the airport's
operational performance, ground-handling services should not be concessioned on
an exclusive basis, to avoid unfair pricing practices and excessive undesirable
control on operations. Although the airport operator under most legislations is
obligated to provide some Complementary Services in the absence of third parties
willing to provide them, airport operators should not provide Complementary
Services in an exclusive way. Therefore, clear provisions should be established to
avoid unfair competition of the airport operator or the ground handling company of
the dominant airline against other service providers. Complementary Services can
also be sub classified into: Ground and Ramp Handling; Traffic Handling; Fuel
Service; Catering; and Aircraft Maintenance and Repair. The most common
Essential Airport Services are presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2
Complementary Services
Ground and Ramp Handling:
- Loading and unloading of luggage and freight
- Aircraft cleaning
- Power and air conditioning
- Waste
Traffic handling Terminal:
- Processing of passengers, baggage and freight through terminals
Fuel Service:
- Storage
- Transportation
Into-plane
Catering
Aircraft Maintenance and Repair
Fuel service has always been a very controversial issue. Although fuel has been
traditionally classified as a Complementary Service, it is in fact an Essential Service.
When there is the appropriate critical mass and when legislation permits it, there is
usually sufficient competition among fuel companies. However, when there is not
enough business or when the airport operator is the only fuel provider, some anti-
monopoly provisions should be considered. Hydrants and storage facilities are also
important issues because, even with sufficient competition among fuel service
providers, the airport operator can abuse and set monopolistic pricing on this unique
and essential airport infrastructure.
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3) Commercial Services (No regulation reguired)
Commercial Services are those services not essential for the operation of an
airport or an aircraft. Commercial services include a large variety of activities,
generally provided by concessionaires designated by the airport operator acting as
a shopping mall landlord. The most common Commercial Services are presented
in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3
Commercial Services
- Duty Free
" Retail Shopping
" Bars and Restaurants
- Car Rental
" Advertising
" Personal and Beauty Care
" Foreign Exchange
- Banks
- Hotels
- Business Centers
- Premier Lounges
- Airline Offices
There is an important relationship between airport size and the mix of revenue
generation sources; bigger airports are more capable of exploiting commercial
activities and hence, obtain more revenue from this source. In contrast, small airports
tend to be almost entirely dependent on Essential Airport Service revenues. The
greater the involvement of the private sector in airport activities, the greater the
importance of commercial sources of revenue.
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4.5. The Economic Regulation Mechanism
The major elements of the economic regulation mechanism are presented in Figure
4.1.
Figure 4.1
Major Elements of the Economic Regulation Mechanism
Charges
There are two basic philosophies or regimes for economic regulation:
1) Rate of Return: Under a Rate of Return regime, the regulator establishes a
maximum allowed rate of return, so the airport operator can fully adjust prices to
meet target profit returns, and therefore, there is full compensation for allowable
increases in costs. Figure 4.2 presents the Rate of Return formula and its major
advantages and disadvantages.
Figure 4.2
Rate of Return
Revenue - Costs
= Rate of ReturnInvestments
Fixed
Advantages: Disadvantages:
Full compensation for unexpected No incentives for improved efficiency
increases in operating costs and
investments
Promotes high quality No incentives to increase traffic
Full pricing flexibility The users (airlines) takes the risk and
benefit of unexpected changes in
demand
Easy to include or adjust to No incentives to generate non-regulated
externalities revenues
Relative low regulatory burden Encourages over-investment
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There are few incentives to improve efficiency and control costs once the target
rate of return has been achieved. This regime may also induce airports to
overcapitalize via the building of expensive facilities or committing investment in
advance of need. This problem can be mitigated by insisting on consultation with
airport users to ensure that users agree on the necessity and the cost implications
of the proposed investment. Additionally, it would be possible for rates to be
increased substantially due to higher costs without breaching the approved
maximum Rate of Return. One important consequence under this regulation
philosophy is that the benefits and risks of changes in the expected demand are
assumed by the airlines (in some cases those risks and benefits can be partially
passed on to the passengers).
2) Price Cap: Under a Price Cap regime, the regulator establishes a pricing structure
that is subject to specified maximum increases in the charges per unit of traffic.
These increases are expressed in terms of percentages that cannot exceed the
difference between the Retail Price Index (RPI) and a given efficiency factor "X".
The "X" factor is an efficiency factor established by the regulator and may be
different for each year of the regulation period. This regime provides considerable
incentives for airport operators to reduce costs, improve efficiencies and develop
new sources of income. However, these effects become weaker as the proportion
of costs outside direct management control grows (when the airline has an
important influence on the airport level of service). One important consequence
under this regulation philosophy is that the airport assumes the benefits and risks
of changes in the expected demand. Figure 4.3 presents the Price Cap formula
and its major advantages and disadvantages.
When limits on prices are imposed, there is the possibility that profitability could be
increased at the expense of safety, security and quality of service. For instance, an
airport may reduce costs by not maintaining the facilities regularly or by allowing
congestion and delays. Therefore, when prices are regulated through a price cap
mechanism there is always the need for monitoring safety and quality of service
through a continuous consultation mechanism with users like passengers, airlines,
service providers, and the different organizations (including government authorities)
that operate within the airport.
In practice neither of the two regimes is applied in a "pure" manner. A number of
adjustments are made to reflect the particular situation of each airport and its
economic environment, as well as the major concerns of the regulator.
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Figure 4.3
Price Cap
Caped per Unit
Revenue - Costs
= Rate of ReturnInvestments
Advantages: Disadvantages:
Encourage efficiency No incentives fore high level of
improvements service
Encourage traffic Requires adjustments for capital
(Non - saturated airports) Investments
Encourage development of Weaker if costs are not under
alternative sources of revenue management control
Finally it is important to point out that although both regimes consider a target rate of
return, the Price Cap regime only uses it as reference to establish the maximum
charge per unit of traffic at the beginning of the regulation period. To put it in a simple
way, the actual return obtained by the airport at the end of each period depends on
the actual revenue (actual traffic x maximum charge per unit), the actual costs
incurred, and the actual value of the airport's assets on that period. On the one hand,
if the actual traffic is higher that the traffic forecast in that period, the airport obtains
the benefit of a return higher than the target rate of return, and on the other, if the
actual traffic is lower that the traffic forecast in that period, the airport suffers a return
lower than the target rate of return. The same is true with the cost forecast and the
asset base forecast.
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4.6. "Single Till" approach versus "Dual Till" approach
In order to determine the maximum level of airport charges under the cap price regime
the following two main approaches are often utilized. The "Single Till" approach
considers the income (revenues and costs) of Essential Airport Services,
Complementary Services, and Commercial Services of the airport to define the initial
maximum airport charge per unit of traffic (MACPUT), and the changes allowed in
prices charged for Essential Airport Services. The major characteristics of the "Single
Till" approach are presented in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4
Single Till Approach
Single Till
Target Rate of +
Return I r
Maximum Airport
Charge per Unit
of Traffic in year n
In contrast with the "Single Till" approach, the "Dual Till" approach only focuses on
Essential Airport Services, and does not consider the airport's complementary and
commercial activities. The major characteristics of the "Dual Till" approach are
presented in Figure 4.5.
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Dual Till Approach
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The application of the "Single Till" approach started in 1987 when the British
Government floated 100% of the British Airport Authority (BAA) in the capital markets.
The UK Civil Aviation Authority established regulatory limits only on landing fees,
passenger service charges, and aircraft-parking fees. However, it required that any
profits generated by commercial activities should be utilized to subsidize regulated
services. A term period of five years was established, after which quality standards,
safety and security provisions, investment requirements and their associated
maximum prices, would be revised. The application of this approach also allows the
airport operator to pass-through to the users 95% of the unexpected costs for new
mandatory services, like changes in security standards. For more details on the
regulatory formula used see Appendix 3.
With some modifications because of the specific local conditions, this approach to
determine the maximum level of airport charges has been applied internationally to the
regulation of different airports.
Since the beginning, the main controversy related to the two approaches was
concerned to the question of who should benefit from the value generated from the
superior retail position of airports. After years of analysis and arguments from those
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involved in the air travel industry, the UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) published in
October 2000 a Position Paper to "undertake a fundamental review of its approach to
the economic regulation of designated airports (Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted and
Manchester)."
On the one hand, the main arguments of those in favor of the "Single Till" approach
are the following:
" Airports obtain the benefits from the commercial side of their business, only
because airline passengers are using the facilities; it is therefore reasonable for
profits made on the commercial side to be used to reduce aeronautical charges.
" Airports have market dominance in relation to commercial facilities and may apply
monopoly practices.
" The all-included "Single-Till" approach is simpler to administer and more
straightforward because it avoids the controversial need to determine and allocate
the costs of the aeronautical facilities separately from the costs related to
commercial business and thus, reducing regulatory intervention.
The major advantages and disadvantages of the "Single Till" approach are presented
in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4
"Single Till"
Advantages Disadvantages
" In line with international guidelines. * Widens the scope of the regulatory
Recommended by European Union, framework.
IATA and ICAO, but not binding under * Not efficient in congested airports.
international law.
" Popular with airlines. w Unpopular with airports.
- Does not protect passengers from
- Relatively straightforward and easy to overpaying commercial activities.
administer, therefore reduces
regulatory intervention. a Subsidy to airlines.
- Reduce aeronautical charges. - Low incentives to develop
commercial businesses.
As might be expected, airlines strongly favor the "Single Till" approach.
On the other hand, the main arguments of those against the "Single Till" approach are:
" Only aeronautical charges should be subject to economic regulation, not the
commercial side of the business. Regulation should focus on monopoly behavior
rather than on the distribution of non-monopoly rents.
" The incorporation of commercial costs and revenues into the price cap equation
widens the scope of the regulatory framework beyond the application of
competition law and can create undesirable distortions.
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" Most of the profits generated from the commercial business are more likely to
reflect the premium location for retail activities that airports provide (not their
monopolistic position). Even if there were some elements of dominance in relation
to some facilities, there is a similar market power in many other parts of the
economy that is not subject to economic regulation.
" This approach does not have the effect of reducing prices of commercial activities
to passengers; it simply uses the commercial business profits to lower aeronautical
charges to airlines. In other words, to complement the aeronautical-side deficit,
users had to pay monopoly prices in commercial areas, and thus, subsidize air
transport carriers. At congested airports these reduced airport charges are unlikely
to be passed back to passengers through lower ticket prices, but will generate
rents for airlines and may compromise economic efficiency. This is because
airfares at these airports are determined by market conditions, not by costs
incurred. Even at non-congested airports, the degree of complementarity between
commercial activities and aeronautical activities is unlikely to be close enough, that
using rents from commercial activities to reduce aeronautical charges is an
effective way of protecting passengers.
" This principle leaves aeronautical service prices below provision costs, which
represents a problem at congested airports. Consequently, the application of this
method leads to economic inefficiency.
" This approach can lead to charges for aeronautical services below provision costs.
The major advantages and disadvantages of the "Dual Till" approach are shown in
Table 4.5.
Table 4.5
"Dual iiI"
Advantages Disadvantages
" Clear relation between aeronautical - Not in line with international
fees and costs. guidelines.
" Big incentives to develop non- m Requires a complex cost allocation
aeronautical revenues. between the aeronautical and
commercial activities.
As might be expected, airport operators strongly oppose the "Single Till" approach.
According to the CAA's Position Paper, the "Single Till" approach debate has
intensified in recent years:
* The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) is currently
reviewing a "Dual Till" approach proposal for Sydney Airport.
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" Most of the largest U.S. airports no longer apply the "residual approach", the U.S.
version of the "Single Till". Instead they use a "compensatory approach" to avoid
cross-subsidy from Commercial Revenues to Aeronautical Operations. In 1992,
LAX was the first airport to switch from a residual to a compensatory approach.
" The South African government also intends to move away from the "Single Till."
* The Swiss government is currently proposing that only a certain share of
commercial revenues should be counted towards airport charges.
* The German State of Hamburg announced regulation of the partially privatized
Hamburg Airport according to a "Dual Till" principle.
" The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) is currently undertaking a
study on the "Single Till" principle.
* Economic regulation in the most recently privatized airports uses the "Dual Till"
approach: Beijing Capital International Airport (BCIA) and the Mexican Southeast,
Pacific and North-Central Airport Groups.
A fundamental change in the UK airport economic regulation model'
The increasing problems of excess demand, congestion and the lack of incentives to
invest in new airport capacity at Heathrow and Gatwick led the UK Civil Airport
Authority (CAA) in July 2000 to embark on a 'fundamental review' of the airport
regulation policy that should be applied to set the price caps at BAA's London Airports
(Heathrow, Gatwick, and Stansted) for the 2003-2008 regulatory period.
After a long period of public consultation and debate among participants in the air
travel industry, the CAA published in March 2002 a set of recommendations to the UK
Competition Commission on the appropriate regulation framework and how the price
caps should be set at Heathrow, Gatwick, and Stansted for the 2003-2008 regulatory
period and beyond.
The CAA's recommendations will lead to the following fundamental changes:
m Narrowing the scope of regulation. This implies moving from its traditional
"Single Till" approach to a "Revised Regulatory Cost Base" (RRCB) approach that
only considers monopoly airport services. This new recommended approach is
equivalent to a "Dual Till" approach that sets regulated charges to reflect only the
costs of providing the monopoly aeronautical facilities and services, leaving
commercial activities out of the regulation mechanism. The CAA's considers that
capping charges at BAA's London airports at a level consistent with the costs of
providing the monopoly aeronautical services through a RRCB approach, would
have the following advantages: i) provides protection of users' interests from
monopoly pricing of aeronautical facilities and services; ii) gives significantly higher
incentives to develop new aeronautical capacity; iii) reduces the scope of
1 Heathrow, Gatwick and Stansted Airports' Price Caps, 2003-2008: CAA recommendations to the Competition
Commission. Published in March 2002 by the UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). CAA web page.
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regulation; iv) improves the efficient operation of Heathrow and Gatwick airports by
allowing prices that better reflect market demand given an imperfect slot market; v)
avoids regulatory distortions in commercial activities and allows these activities to
develop according market conditions; vi) increases the marginal profitability of
generating higher volumes because higher commercial profits will no longer be
'taxed' away at a rate of 100% as they would under the "Single Till"; and vii)
enhances the incentive to set prices to maintain volume growth.
" Heathrow, Gatwick, and Stansted to be regulated on a stand-alone basis. This
means separate price caps for each airport, based on the individual assets and
cost base for each airport, avoiding cross-subsidies between airports. The CAA
recommended a move to stand alone regulation on the grounds that it eliminates a
regulatory distortion favoring Stansted against non-BAA airports in the region, and
because it provides a more transparent basis for regulation and for consultation
between the different airports and their different respective user mixes.
" Enhanced information disclosure to inform consultation between airports
and airlines. The CAA's considers that this should facilitate the integration of
users into airport strategy and build on the commonality of interests between
airports and users, also allowing less intrusive economic regulation.
" Facilitating direct contracting between airports and users. The CAA
recognizes that individual users have different interests that may be better
addressed through direct contracting, than through the regulatory regime. The
CAA's intention is that the regulatory regime would continue to provide protection
to users, but would allow scope for voluntary contracts outside regulation where
this was desired.
" No automatic "security cost pass through". The BAA London airports won't be
able to pass through increases in costs (95%) of additional government security
requirements directly to users in the form of additions to charges between
revisions. While there is greater uncertainty about increased security costs after
the September 11th events, the CAA considers that, in the context of the overall
set of regulatory policies, BAA's London airports should be able to manage the
exclusion of the security cost 'S' factor from the aeronautical till.
" Service quality term in the cap. The new price cap formula should include three
quality related components: service quality to airlines, service quality to
passengers, and delays. The total impact of the term should be limited to 3% of
aeronautical revenue per year.
" Price Path Commitment (PPC). In general terms, the PPC is an attempt to bridge
the gap between five-year price caps, and to consider capacity enhancements with
very long execution times and long pay back periods. The long-term price profiling
smoothes the adjustments in future prices and avoids any unacceptably large
changes in charges levels, while maintaining the present value of future airport
charges to users. The CAA believes that the PPC would provide i) a sounder base
for the airports to deliver desired capacity enhancements; ii) stronger efficiency
incentives; and iii) a simpler approach to regulation. In the case of Heathrow, the
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real price cap for outputs delivered from current capacity and through Terminal 5
would be pre-set in real terms for a 20-year period, with a commitment not to reset
the cap at future reviews. Finally, the CAA believes that the PPC would transfer the
risk of new capacity from users to the airport; and to compensate this, it has
allowed a higher cost of capital (8.5% real pre-tax) to be applied to the costs of
Terminal 5 in Heathrow.
m Heathrow specific recommendations: The specific recommendations provide
the incentives to deliver Terminal 5 in a timely manner and to operate additional air
transport movements in peak periods. The recommendations include a reduction in
the opening asset base to reflect Terminal 5 pre-financing and pre-funding in 1997-
2003.
The Table 4.6 shows the average projected price caps per passenger implied by the
application of the CAA's recommendations at BAA's London Airports.
Table 4.6
Average projected price caps per passenger at BAA's London Airports
2000 prices Historic Projected Projected
2000-2001 2003-2008 2008-2013
Heathrow E5.23 E6.35 E9.95
Gatwick E4.06 E4.65 E5.60
Stansted E4.36 E5.40 E7.40
Source: CAA recommendations to the Competition Commission.
The results of the CAA's recommendations will be an increase of average price caps
in real terms (not considering inflation) at all BAA's London airports. The largest
absolute average price cap increase will be at Heathrow, however, this increase
reflects more the additional costs of Terminal 5, than the costs of moving from the
"Single Till" approach to the RRCB approach.
4.7. The Landing Fee Methodologies used at U.S. Airports: Residual versus
Compensatory
The residual landing fee methodology consists of subtracting estimated airport
revenues, including commercial revenues, from estimated airport expenses and
dividing the remainder (residual) by the total estimated landed weight for the coming
fiscal year. This practice of setting the annual landing fee, so the total airport revenues
would match the total airport expenses, results in landing fees that are subsidized by
commercial revenues, such as parking contracts and concession franchising like
retailing and food.
On the other hand, the compensatory landing fee methodology reflects the actual
costs to the airport of maintaining and operating the airfield and the apron. Each
airline effectively reimburses the airport for the actual costs of the services rendered to
that airline in each airport cost center. In particular, the landing fee estimated
according to this methodology reflects all direct costs the airport incurs at the airfield
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and the apron cost centers plus the portion of airport indirect costs allocable to the
airfield and the apron.
As might be expected, airlines are strongly in favor of the residual approach, and claim
the increase in landing fees due to the application of a compensatory approach
represents a violation of the Chicago Convention and is not in line with international
guidelines recommended by IATA and ICAO.
For example, at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) airlines paid landing fees of
$0.51 per 1,000 pounds of landed weight in 1992, the last year in which LAX used the
residual landing fee methodology. As a result of the switch to the compensatory
landing fee methodology, the landing fee paid by airlines at LAX rose to $1.56 per
1,000 pounds of landed weight, in 1993.1
Other Controversial Cost Issues
Another issue of contention between airports and airlines is the way in which the cost
of land and of depreciation of airport assets should be calculated as part of the
methodology to define landing fees. Airports are in favor of considering the fair market
value of the land underlying the airfield and the current replacement value of assets as
part of the methodology for calculating landing charges. Despite that, the airlines
argue that basing the charges on the fair market value of land and replacement value
of assets rather than on the historic cost, results in the airport recovering more than its
"actual costs". Contrary to the transparency of the application of historic cost, the use
of fair market valuation of land and replacement value of assets often creates
controversy.
Furthermore, airlines claim that airports that operate under a "Dual Till" or
compensatory approach generate aeronautical revenues in excess of aeronautical
costs by assigning a disproportionate share of the passenger terminal costs to the
airlines.
Source: United States Court of Appeals. Case No. 95-1344. Georgetown University web page.
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4.8. Implementing the Regulation Mechanism under the Price Cap Regime:
First Step
In the first step, the regulator should accomplish the following strategic and operative
tasks:
" Establish safety and security standards.
" Define level of service, where consensus with users is desirable.
" Define the Essential Airport Services that will be subject to economic regulation.
" Establish the unit of traffic to apply the regulation mechanism. There are two
basic alternatives: passengers or work load units (WLUs).
" Define the period between revisions. This period should be long enough to give
a sufficient planning horizon to investors and users, and short enough to allow
corrections for forecasting deviations, new technologies and unpredictable events.
A common practice is a 5-year revision period.
" Define the length of the projection horizon. This projection horizon should be long
enough to consider the long-term essence of the airport business. A common
practice is to consider a 10 to 15 years projection horizon.
" Establish a mechanism to estimate yearly efficiency factors "Xn" for the period
between revisions. In the Price Cap regime, there are two basic approaches to
estimate the efficiency factors: the "Single Till" and "Dual Till".
" Establish a mechanism to estimate an initial maximum airport charge per unit of
traffic (MACPUT) for those Essential Airport Services that will be subject to
economic regulation. As in the case of the efficiency factors, in the Price Cap
regime there are two basic approaches to estimate the MACPUT: the "Single Till"
and "Dual Till."
" Establish a yearly inflation/efficiency adjustment procedure for the MACPUT.
The most commonly used inflation/efficiency adjustment procedure is the "RPI-X"
formula (Retail Price Index minus a pre-established efficiency factor "X"). It is
important to remark that the initial MACPUT is the reference base or starting point
for the yearly adjustment procedure and in normal conditions (without drastic
changes in the traffic projected, the amount of the required investments, or the
level of service) only needs to be estimated once, that is at the beginning of the
first revision period. After that, the MACPUT should only need to be adjusted
periodically applying the adjustment procedure. During the subsequent 5-year
revision periods, if no major changes in traffic projections or investments are
needed, only the efficiency factors should be estimated, and the initial MACPUT in
this case would be the MACPUT of the last year of the previous revision period.
" Define a fair target rate of return. This target rate of return is used as a reference
for estimating the efficiency factors and the initial MACPUT during the first revision
period. It is important to clarify that the Price Cap regime does not ensure the
investor a minimum rate of return; the airport investors assume the benefits and
risks of variations in the projected demand and costs, as well as the actual
operational and investment efficiencies achieved during the period between
revisions. The current target rate of return for the U.K. main private airports is
7.5%, while for Mexican private airports it is around 12.5%.
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Second Step
As part of the second step, the airport operator needs to project traffic demand,
operating costs and the additional investments required to meet the established Safety
and Security Standards as well as the desired Level of Service. This second step
considers two basic projection approaches: the "Single Till" approach requires
projected revenue and cost of all airport services (including commercial and
complementary activities), and in contrast, the "Dual Till" approach only requires
projected revenue and cost of regulated Essential Airport Services. The elements of
the two basic projection approaches are presented in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7
Basic Projection Approaches
"Dual Till" "Single Till"
Projected Demand for Essential Airport Projected Demand for all Airport Services
Services (Essential, Complementary and
Commercial Services)
Projected Operating Costs for Essential Projected Operating Costs for all Airport
Airport Services Services (Essential, Complementary and
Commercial Services)
Required Investments for Essential Airport Required Investments for all Airport
Services (Existing assets + PV of projected Services (Existing assets + PV of projected
new investments) = Regulatory Asset new investments) = Regulatory Asset
Base Base
It is important to emphasize that the cornerstone of the price cap regulation
methodology is a serious and consistent projection (forecast) of traffic demand,
operating costs, and required investments. Therefore, consensus between the airport
operator and the airport users on the premises and results of the forecast is highly
advisable and desirable. However, in case of any controversy between the airport
operator and airport users, the Regulator has the last word.
As it might be expected, in the "Dual Till" approach the allocation of depreciation and
operating costs is always a controversial issue between the airport operator, the
airlines, and the different commercial and complementary service providers, especially
in those facilities where several types of services are provided, like passenger
buildings.
Third Step
In this step, based on the airport operator's projections of traffic demand, operating
costs and required investments, the regulator estimates i) a set of efficiency factors for
each year (Xn) of the period between revisions (normally 5 years) and ii) the initial
maximum airport charge per unit of traffic (MACPUT).
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In other words, based on the projected scenario, the Regulator needs to estimate
(starting from the Price Cap formula) a set of five efficiency factors and an initial
MACPUT to obtain the established target rate of return.
This procedure is conceptually presented in the following figures:
a) "Dual Till" (Conceptual):
[SUM n= 1 to 5] PV of Projected Income in year n
= Target Rate of Return
PV Regulatory Aeronautical Asset Base
where
Projected Income in year n = Projected Revenue from Essential Airport Services in year n -
Projected Operating Cost in year n
and
Projected Revenue from Essential Airport Services in year n = [Traffic Projected in year n] X
[(MACPUT in year n-1) X (1+ (RPI - Efficiency Factor in year n))]
b) "Single Till" (Conceptual):
[SUM n = 1 to 5] PV of Projected Income in year n
= Target Rate of Return
Regulatory Asset Base*
where
Projected Income in year n = Projected Revenue in year n - Projected Operating Cost in year n
and
Projected Revenue in year n = Projected Revenue from Essential Airport Services in year n +
Projected Revenue from Complementary in year n + Projected Revenue from Commercial Airport
Services in year n
and
Projected Revenue from Essential Airport Services in year n = [Traffic Projected in year n] X
[(MACPUT in year n-1) X (1+ ((RPI-Efficiency Factor in year n))]
* Essential + Complementary + Commercial
It is important to highlight that when the RPI (inflation) is difficult to project,
analysis can be also conducted in real terms (without considering inflation).
If the profitability on Commercial Activities is higher than profitability on
Aeronautical Activities, the "Single Till" approach implies a subsidy from
Commercial Business to the Aeronautical Business.
the
the
the
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The process of estimating the Efficiency Factors and initial MACPUT that matches the
equation needs some fine-tuning because the three main elements of the formula
(demand, price, and investments) are correlated. Demand for airport service,
especially in the case of transfer traffic, is price sensitive (quite elastic). Also, the
required investments are a direct function of the expected demand, so the airport
operator and the regulator should consider this required equilibrium before coming up
with a reasonable set of the Efficiency Factors and the initial MACPUT.
Finally, it is important to outline, that the traffic and operating costs forecast could be
very controversial. On the one hand, the airport operator has the incentive to
underestimate the projected number of passengers to have a higher initial MACPUT,
but on the other, the airlines have the opposite incentive. Consensus on the required
investments (Regulatory Asset Base) is also difficult and controversial because the
users usually demand better level of service, but are only willing to pay for the
minimum possible investment program.
Fourth Step
Having estimated a set of Efficiency Factors and the initial MACPUT for the first
regulation period, the airport operator may adjust the MACPUT for each subsequent
year using the following (conceptual) formula:
MACPUT(year n) = [MACPUT (year n -1) ] X [RPI (year n -1> - Target Efficiency (yearn)] +/- PV of
Operative Adjustments*(year n-1) + % PV of mandatory increases in security costs (year n -1)
*For involuntary under-pricing (+) or over-pricing (-).
The process will be repeated for the following (5-year) regulation period, according to
the Regulation Revision Cycle presented in Figure 4.6.
This 5-year revision procedure implies a correction mechanism that reduces the
possibility of substantial long-term deviations from the target rate of return for the
benefit of users and investors. Important economic slowdowns or natural disasters
may require extraordinary revisions.
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Figure 4.6
The Regulation Revision Cycle
1 st Regulation Period Subsequent Regulation Period
(Term between revisions) (Term between revisions)
..A. A
YO Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9 Y10
RPI-Xi RPI-X2 RPI-X3 RPI-X4 RPI-X5 RPI-X6
MA MACPUTi MACPUT2 MACPUT3 MACPUT4 MACPUTS MACPUT6MACPUTII
In Figure 4.7 it is presented a summary of the major inputs and outputs during the
implementation of the price cap mechanism.
Figure 4.7
Implementing the Price Cap Mechanism
Previous to the beginning of Regulation Period:
* Define the concepts subject to economic regulation
" Define safety and security provisions (Airport authority)
" Define level of service (Consensus with users)
" Asses demand forecast (10 to 15 years)
" Define amount and timing of investments (Regulatory Asset Base)
" Project revenues and costs ("Dual Till" or "Single Till")
" Define target rate of return (WACC + premium)
" Apply net present value model
" Consult with users (Auto-regulation)
Set of efficiency factors "X" and initial MACPLJT
h Mechanism for yearly adjustments due to Inflation and efficiency (RPI-X)
* Normal revisions each 5 years
Extraordinary revisions for natural or economical disasters
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4.9. Relevant Cases and Results
Economic Regulation has adopted different formats around the world, depending on
the goals and objectives of the privatizing government, as well as the specific
circumstances of each airport. A summary of the most important elements of some
relevant economic regulation cases is presented in Table 4.8. As it can be observed,
the spectrum of approaches can vary from the most light-handed regulatory regimes in
New Zealand and Denmark, to the tightest regulatory regime in the United Kingdom.
Table 4.8
Economic Regulation Relevant Cases
Country/ Regulation Price FormUla / Reulatory C.omrents
Airport Approach X Factor B y _ _dy
New Zealand: "Dual Till" Charges are adjusted The Ministry of Regulation
Auckland 5 years to earn Waited Transport encourage
Airport Average Cost of consultation
Capital (WAAC) on with users
aeronautical services,
similar to a Rate of
Return Regime
Denmark: "Dual Till" Charges increases The Ministry of One of the most
Copenhagen 4 years in line to Cost Price Transport relaxed in
Airport Index (CPI) regulations
Australia: "Dual Till" RPI-X The Australian Aim to remove
Privatized 5 years Phase I: Competition price cap
airports Brisbane X = 5* and Consumer eventuallyairportsMelbourne X = 4%
Perth X = 5.5% Commission
Phase II:
Adelaide X = 4%
Canberra X = 1%
Hobart X = 3%
Coolangatta X = 4.5%
Launceston X = 2.5%
Northern Territory X = 3%
Austria: "Dual Till" RPI-X The Ministry of Ground
Vienna Airport 5 years 7-11% Sliding Index Economics and handling
Related to Volume Transport liberalization
started in 1999
Mexico: "Dual Till" RPI-X Direcci6n It is
ASUR, GAP, 5 years In all cases X = 1% General de contemplated
and GACN Aeroneutica the creation of
Civil (DGAC) an independent
regulatory body
United "Single Till" RPI-X The Civil Airport CAA has
Kingdom: 5 years Heathrow X = 3% Authority (CAA) recommended
Heathrow Gatwick X =3% and the Merger a change to a
Gatwick Stansted X 1% & Competition 'Dual Till'
Stansted ,ntil year2003Commission approach
Source: Annual reports of the mentioned airports.
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It is interesting to point out that all economic
United Kingdom case, are based on a "Dual
regulation cases presented, except the
Till" approach, and even in this country,
after more than 15 years of "Single Till" regulation, the CAA is recommending the
adoption of the "Dual Till" approach for the regulatory period starting on April 2003.
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Economic Regulation Results
The results of economic regulation are difficult to assess in a simple or general way,
this is because its results depend directly on the original goals and objectives set by
the privatizing government, and in most cases this goals and objectives are not totally
quantifiable. Additionally, it is important to consider that among the entire economic
regulation cases applied to privatized airports around the world, only the economic
regulations at London (LHR), London (LGW), Vienna, and Copenhagen airports have
enough track records to conduct a rational evaluation.
Considering that the most important objective in any economic regulation framework is
the protection of users against monopolistic pricing of airport services, one of the most
logical and simplistic ways to measure economic regulation results is to compare the
level of airport charges with comparable airports. Figure 4.8 shows average airport
revenues (charges) per passenger (arriving or departing) for a sample of 12
comparable (regulated and non-regulated) international airports. As it can be seen, the
level of the average airport revenue per passenger varies widely across the sample.
Vienna airport is the most expensive regulated airport in the sample, however, it is
cheaper than three non-regulated airports: New York (JKF), Munich and Frankfurt
airports. London (LHR) and Copenhagen airports are below the average, and London
(LGW) is the cheapest regulated airport in the sample.
Figure 4.8
Average Airport Revenues in Selected Airports 2000
New York (JFK)
Munich
Frankfurt
Vienna
AVERAGE
London (LHR)
ADP
Copenhagen
Schiphol
MIA
London (LGW)
SFO
LAX
$0.0 $5.0 $10.0 $15.0 $20.0
Average Airport Revenue per Passenger ($USD)
Sources: Annual Reports of mentioned airports. JFK, MIA, SFO and Lax include airport revenues per passenger
plus PFC.
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Figure 4.9 presents airport charge index for a sample of 10 comparable (regulated and
non-regulated) international airports including Tokyo (NRT) as the benchmark. As it
can be observed, the airport charge index varies widely across the sample. Vienna
airport has the highest charge index among regulated airport in the sample.
Copenhagen, London Heathrow (LHR) and London Gatwick (LGW) have the lowest
charge index in the sample.
Figure 4.9
Airport Charges Index 1998
Tokyo (NRT)
New York (JFK)
Vienna
Paris (CDG)
Frankfurt
Munich
~~~-1
Schiphol
Copenhagen
London (LHR)
London (LGW)
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Sources: Symonds Travers Morgan, "review of Airport Charges 1998". Copenhagen press release December 16,
1998.
Figure 4.10 shows that the total percentage decreases in airport charges index for
London Heathrow (LGW), London Gatwick (LHR), Copenhagen and Vienna relative to
Tokyo (NRT) during the period 1990 to 1998. The price index of the four regulated
has decreased between 35.1% and 10.6% relative to Tokyo (NRT) during the period
1990 to 1998.
Again the most significant negative variations in airport charges index were in two of
the BAA's London airports.
In the case of London Heathrow (LHR) and London Gatwick (LGW), through the
application of a "Single Till" mechanism with average "X" factor of 3.4 (RPI-3.4%) from
1987 to 2001, airport charges per passenger have steady declined a total of 18% and
24% respectively, in real terms in the same period of time. This tight approach has
lowered the airport charges in real terms at London Heathrow (LHR) and London
Gatwick (LGW), however, it has not given the private investors the proper incentives
to invest in additional capacity.
From the analysis of the information presented in Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10, there is
no evidence that indicates that privatized airports are more price-competitive than their
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non-privatized comparable peers. However, we believe there is practical evidence that
the governments of the regulated airports in the sample have achieved their objective
of protecting airport users against monopolistic pricing of airport facilities and services.
Figure 4.10
1990-1998 decrease in Airport Charges
relative to Tokyo (NRT)
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Sources: Competition Commission. BAA plc: A report on the economic regulation of the South-East airport
companies (1990 index); Symonds Travers Morgan, "review of Airport Charges 1998" and Copenhagen
press release December 16, 1998 (1998 index). Copenhagen's 1990-1998 variation in airport charges
includes the 15% increase effective on January 1st 1999.
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Chapter 5. Valuation Methodologies
One of the most difficult, critical and controversial tasks in any privatization process is
the valuation stage, especially in the case of a complex (multi-service/multi-client)
commercially oriented airport organization.
First, we need to define valuation. For the purpose of this thesis, valuation means the
process in which potential investors (strategic or financial investors) or current
shareholders (like a selling Government, for example) assess the present economic
value of the airport organization. In our opinion, the most accurate and rational way to
assess this economic value is to analyze the airport organization's cash generation
power under different future realistic scenarios.
The definition of economic value assumes that the main objective of the privatized
airport organization is (or will be) to maximize shareholders' long-run benefits,
including stockholders and debt-holders.
We recognize that in the case of the airport organization, like any other public service
infrastructure, there is an important tension between the shareholders' benefits and
the benefits of the other stakeholders, such as users (passengers, shippers and
airlines), service providers, employees, airport neighbors, and taxpayers. However,
we believe that with appropriate economic regulation, an airport organization that
focuses on shareholders' value maximization can promote in the long-run a more
efficient use of human, natural and economic resources in benefit of the whole
society, including stakeholders. A more efficient and profitable airport organization will
attract the most skillful and innovative management, which will promote a more
productive and profitable operation, creating an important virtuous circle to the benefit
of both shareholders and stakeholders. In addition to that, in the specific case of a
publicly traded airport organization, the natural conflict between shareholders and
stakeholders is diminished with the possibility of a more democratic shareholders'
structure in which all types of investors (such as employees, saving funds, pension
funds, and the like) can participate and receive the direct economic benefits from the
productivity and profitability of a stronger and healthier airport organization.
From the point of view of the shareholders, the intrinsic economic value of an airport
organization is based on its capacity to generate free cash flow. The economic
benefits of this capacity is transferred to the shareholders (stockholders and debt-
holders) through the following two mechanisms:
a) Interest received and capital gains in the market value of debt in the case of debt
holders; and
b) Dividends received and capital gains in the market value of stock in the case of
stockholders.
In other words, the profits (or losses) for debt holders and stockholders in a specific
period of time depend on the amount of cash received, plus the capital gains
compared with the amount of money invested.
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As previously mentioned, the economic value of an airport organization comes from
its intrinsic value, that is, from its capacity to generate free cash flows in the future.
However, in the case of the publicly traded airport organization the market value
(price) of its shares depends not only on its economic value but also on how the
participants in the capital markets perceive this economic value compared with other
investment alternatives. Therefore, the market value of an airport depends on its
intrinsic value and on the financial markets expectations. Market expectations of the
future economic value of the airport's shares depends on different issues like for
example: i) the quality, opportunity and proper management of the company's
information; ii) its relative risk (including country risk) against other alternatives; iii) its
financial structure; iv) its liquidity and size (volume/critical mass); v) its cyclical
behavior; vi) its corporate governance (protection to minority shareholders and no
conflict of interest); vi) the transparency of economic regulation (including the
existence of an independent regulatory entity); vii) its dividend policy; and vii) its
reinvestment strategy. This chapter will concentrate on the methodologies to assess
the airport organization's intrinsic value and not on the different strategies to achieve
an effective management of the financial market expectations.
It is important to recognize that a modern airport organization works under a very
complex economic model. Normally, a wide range of different economic entities
operate within the airport facilities: commercial airlines; cargo shippers; ground
handling providers; duty-free stores, commercial retailers; as well as all kind of service
providers like food and beverage, personal care, banks, car rentals, ground
transportation, car parking operators, tourism promoters, tour and hotel operators, and
advertisers.
As seen in Chapter 4, the services provided in a commercially oriented airport can be
classified into three main categories: Essential Airport Services (Airside and
Landside), Complementary Services, and Commercial Services. Although, the overall
economic potential of an airport is difficult to determine, the economic value for the
shareholders of an airport organization is mainly generated from the following cash
generating sources:
1) Revenue from Essential Airport Services (Airside and Landside);
2) Revenue from Complementary Services; and
3) Revenue from Commercial Services.
In addition to the cash generating sources mentioned, there are some cash saving
sources that may enhance the airports' economic value. The major cash saving
sources are:
1) Assets productivity;
2) Labor productivity;
3) Financial efficiency (Cost of Capital); and
4) Tax-shield efficiency (Interest and depreciation/amortization tax-shields)
The growth potential, predictability and stability of the major cash generating sources
and potential cash savings sources of an airport are influenced by different internal
and external factors, which are call value-drivers.
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5.1. Major Economic Value-Drivers
An advisable way to start a valuation process is by identifying the major value-drivers
of the modern airport business. Tables 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, present some of the
major value-drivers that define the quality and growth potential of the airport's major
cash generating and cash savings sources.
Table 5.1
Revenue from Essential Airport Services
Value-drivers Major revenue growth factors
Number
Passenger's
growth
Traffic and
passenger's
profile
Pricing Strategy
O/D Passenger's growth:
- Size of catchment area.
- Regional GDP.
- Region's stage of maturity of the air transportation business (Defines the GDP
multiplier).
- Dominant carrier(s) competitive strategy (pricing, frequencies, scheduling, and
coverage), including the strength and synergies with its allied airlines.
Transfer Passenger's growth:
- Geographic location.
- Schedule and connectivity (critical mass = flight frequency and flight coverage)
- Dominant carrier(s) competitive strength and strategy (pricing, frequencies,
scheduling, coverage, service), including its allied airlines.
- Transfer efficiency (lay out, average walking distance between gates, the
efficiency on the baggage handling system, available capacity to handle peak
hour demand) and reliable low-cost service (turnaround cost and time).
It is important to point out that the increasing competition for transfer passengers
has deteriorated its attractiveness in term of yield and volatility relative to O/D
passengers. Additionally, transit passengers are also of lower economic value to
the airport business because they do not pay or pay lower passenger charges
than O/D or transfer passengers.
Mix of domestic and international flights/passengers:
- International flights often pay higher airport (landing and parking) charges
than the domestic flights, and international passengers normally pay higher
passenger charges than domestic passengers.
Mix of long-haul and short-haul flights:
- Long-haul flights normally pay higher airport (landing and parking) charges
per aircraft movement than the short-haul flights due to higher MTOW.
Mix of business and leisure passengers:
- Business passenger's traffic is more sensitive to schedule and leisure
passenger's traffic is more sensitive to price. In congested airports, business
passengers might pay higher airport and passenger charges than leisure
passengers through appropriate traffic management and congestion pricing.
Degree of monopolistic power:
- Competition from neighboring airports or alternative transportation modes.
- Economic Regulation: "Single Till" or "Dual Till".
- Number of users and negotiation power of dominant air carrier (s).
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Table 5.2
Revenue from Essential Landside Services
Value-drivers Major revenue growth factors
O/D passenger's O/D Passenger's growth:
growth - Size of catchment area.
- Regional GDP.
- Region's stage of maturity of the air transportation business (defines the GDP
multiplier).
- Dominant carrier(s) competitive strategy (pricing, frequencies, scheduling, and
coverage), including the strength and synergies with its allied airlines.
Pricing Strategy Degree of monopolistic power:
- Distance from urban area.
- Ground access infrastructure.
- Competition in ground transportation.
- Economic regulation of landside services.
Table 5.3
Revenue from Complementary Services
Value-drivers Major revenue growth factors
Growth of the Economic regulation:
number of aircraft - Type of aircraft mix.
movements - Free access for qualified service providers.
- Limited number of service providers.
- Airport operator monopoly.
This last condition has been exploited by different airport operators around the
world (e.g. Vienna Airport); however, the main trend internationally is to
encourage competition at least from a limited number of qualified complementary
service providers.
Table 5.4
Revenue from Commercial Services
Value-drivers Major revenue growth factors
Growth of the Number of potential consumers:
number of - O/D and transfer passengers.
potential - Greeters.
consumers - Airlines and airport employees.
- Neighbor residents.
- Other visitors.
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Spending per
Passenger
Spending per
Visitor
Passengers' profile:
- Mix of international and domestic passengers. International passengers
normally spend more than domestic passengers (longer dwelling time and
more willingness to spend).
- Mix of O/D and transfer passengers.
Commercial strategy:
Airport layout:
- Transfer time.
- Dwelling time.
Duty free restrictions:
Like the resent abolition of the intra-Europe duty free business.
Stage of maturity of retail business
Local customs and traditions
Visitors' profile
Airport access security restrictions
Distance to urban areas
It is important to point out that transit passengers have no commercial value to
the airport retailing business because usually they do not disembark.
Table 5.5
Costs Efficiency - Capital expenditures requirements: New capacity and modernization.
- Stage of the investment cycle.
- Space for future growth.
- Asset utilization.
- Profile of operations (uneven traffic distribution due to concentration on peak
hours and/or spoke-and-hub operations).
- Weather and environmental restrictions.
- Compatibility of layout with profile of traffic demand (O/D Vs Transfer).
- Compatibility of layout to add capacity to accommodate future growth.
- Leverage Incentives. Optimum Average Waited Cost of Capital (AWCC).
- Tax Incentives (Depreciation and Amortization shield).
The major value-drivers of a modern commercially oriented airport organization may
be classified into strategic and operative (by its relative position in its long-run
planning process, and into internal and external (attending to the degree of control the
organization has on them). The relationship between the economic value of a
commercially oriented airport organization and its major value-drivers is conceptually
represented in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1
Major Economic Value-Drivers of an Airport Organization [Conceptual]
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Most Common Valuation Methodologies
Different methodologies can be applied to assess the economic value of an airport.
These valuation methodologies can be classified into two main groups:
1) Static or Historical Valuation Methodologies:
- Historical Accounting (Book) Value
" Reposition Value (replacement cost of assets)
- Liquidation Value (market value of assets)
2) Dynamic Valuation Methodologies:
- Discount Cash Flow Analysis (DCF)
" Comparative Market Analysis (multiples)
The first group of valuation methodologies is based on historical or static
considerations and does not take into account the future growth potential and risks of
the airport business. In contrast, the second group of valuation methodologies
consider (implicitly or explicitly) the following relevant dynamic aspects: i) the airport
as an ongoing business; ii) the growth potential and risks of current and new business;
iii) the capital investment strategy; and iv) the possibility of achieving cost efficiencies
through learning curve, new technology and/or economies of scale. Usually, it is
advisable to use as many methodologies as possible to assess the value of the airport
business and to compare the consistency of the results. However, this chapter is
going to concentrate on the analysis of the last group, that is, on Discount Cash Flow
Analysis (DCF) and Comparative Market Analysis (multiples).
5.2. Discount Cash Flow Analysis (DCF)
This methodology basically consists in developing a financial model that simulates the
cash generating power of the airport in the future as an ongoing business. This model
can vary from a very simple tool to a very sophisticated and powerful mechanism to
support the top-management strategic decision-making process. It is important to
outline that a DCF model does not predict the future. It just helps the decision-maker
to take more rationalized investment decisions based on future expectations. The
model helps the decision-maker to assess the economic value sensitivity to different
scenarios of the economy in general and of the airport organization in particular. As in
any model, the quality of the outputs depends completely on the quality of the inputs.
The first step in the valuation process is to estimate the free cash flow for each year of
the projection horizon; this horizon can vary from 10 to 15 years depending on the
characteristics of the airport. The cash flow for each year can be estimated using the
formula presented in Figure 5.2. Then, it is necessary to estimate the value of the
cash flows over time; therefore, the present value of Total Free Cash Flow (PVTFCF)
is calculated by adding up the value of each free cash flow discounted by the
company's Waited Average Cost of Capital (WACC), according to the formula
presented in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.2
Simplified Structure of a Free Cash Flow (FCFn) Formula (Conceptual)
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Figure 5.3
Present Value of Total Free Cash Flow Formula
PVTFCF FCF1 FCF2 FCF3 FCF4 ......... FCFn
PVTFCF = SUM( to n) FCFn
(1+r)"
Where:
FCFn = Free Cash Flow in period n, is calculated using the formula on Figure 5.2.a.
n = the number of different periods in the projection horizon, normally 10 to 15 years.
r = the firm's costs of capital, is calculated using the WACC formula:
r = WACC = [Kd (1 - Tax)(D/EV)] + [Ke (E/EV)]
Where:
WACC = Waited Average Cost of Capital.
Kd = Firm's cost of debt.
Ke = Firm's cost of equity = Rfr + B [Mkt Premium]. (Using the Capital Asset Pricing Model)
Rfr = Risk-free rate. Normally Rfr < Kd.
B = Beta
Mkt Premium = the average premium the capital markets pays in excess of the risk-free rate.
D = Firm's market value of debt.
E = Firm's market value of equity.
EV = Total enterprise market value = E + D.
Tax = Firm's applicable corporate tax rate.
D/EV = Firm's target financial structure of the company.
Once having generated a base case scenario with a rational and consistent set of
expected future cash flows. The model can be used to conduct a sensitivity analysis of
the most critical variables in terms of economic value, developing different scenarios
of future free cash flows (for example optimistic, probable, and pessimistic) and
assess their associated probability of occurrence.
5.2.1. Projection of Traffic
One of the most challenging issues during the design and construction of the Free
Cash Flow Model is to project the future demand for airport services in each of its
three main categories: Essential Airport Services (Airside and Landside);
Complementary Services; and Commercial Services.
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It is important to recognize that the demand for airport services in a region is directly
linked to the demand for air travel and air cargo services from and into that region. As
we mentioned before in Section 5.1, the demand for airport services and the number
of passengers handled in an airport is a function of different factors. Some of these
factors are quite obvious, like the general economic conditions of the world and of the
airport's catchment area; the changes in real terms of air travel and air cargo fares in
general and the price competitiveness of the airport's dominant carrier; the level of
commercial exchange with other regions for business passengers; and the budgetary
situation, as well as the increase of the region's attractiveness relative to other
alternative destinations for leisure passengers. At the same time, there are other
factors that are not so obvious, like the relationship between the weather in North
America and the air traffic demand at Caribbean airports during the winter season;
and the exchange rate between the U.S. dollar and other currencies.
The key element of demand for the different services provided within an airport is
passenger throughput. Thereby, it is fundamental to use all the resources and
techniques available to project in a rational way the expected number of passengers
the airport will handle in the future. It is strongly recommended that the group in
charge of coming up with the traffic projections should be an independent task group
with no economic interest in the output of the exercise. Moreover, the forecasting
exercise is valuable because it provides to the decision-maker with the information
about the variables that may affect traffic.
Finally, it is important to have in mind that the traffic projection is a fundamental input
to settle the Maximum Airport Charge per Unit of Traffic (MACPUT) at the beginning of
each Economic Regulation Period, as explained in Chapter 4.
5.2.2. Projection of Revenues
First it is important to recognize that there is a wide variation in the revenue
breakdown among the different airports in the world. Revenue composition is a
function of different factors, like type of ownership; organization's objective (profit
versus non-for-profit); size and level of utilization; profile of traffic (aircraft movements
and passengers); strategy and negotiation power of dominant air carrier (s); type of
economic regulation; and stage of maturity of the commercial business.
Airport revenues can be classified into the following major categories:
a) Operating Revenues are those revenues directly associated with the operation of
the airport, that is, with the use of its infrastructure and facilities like runways,
taxiways, aprons, hangars, terminal and passenger buildings, commercial facilities,
ground access infrastructure, parking lots, and equipment. Operating Revenues
can be classified into the following categories:
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1) Revenue from Essential Airport Services:
- Revenue from Essential Airside Services: The Essential Airside Services
are provided directly by the airport operator and they represent the most
traditional source of revenues in an airport. The most common revenues
from Essential Airport Services are:
i) Landing and parking fees levied on airlines, including leases of
dedicated passenger terminals. Aircraft landing and parking fees are
usually levied on landing aircraft based on maximum take-off weight
(MTOW). Landing fees may include a differentiated tariff for peak and
non-peak periods.
ii) Traffic fees levied on passengers and cargo. Passenger fees are
normally levied on departing passengers according to its type of flight
(domestic or international) and according to the level of usage of the
airport services and facilities (O/D, transfer or transit).
iii) Lease of land and access fees levied on airline subsidiaries or third
parties providing complementary services within the airport's airside
facilities.
* Revenue from Essential Landside Services: The Essential Landside
Services are generally provided by independent third parties authorized by
the airport operator through a concession mechanism. The most common
sources of revenue related to Essential Landside Services are lease of land
and access fees levied on ground transportation operators (private
transportation, public transportation, hotel shuttles, car parking, and car
rentals); and fees or leases on check-in and ticket counters levied on
airlines.
As discussed in Chapter 4, revenues from Essential Airport Services (airside
and landside) are or should be subject to some sort of economic regulation.
The most common types of revenues from Essential Airport Services are
presented in Table 5.6.
2) Revenue from Complementary Services: Complementary services are those
services related to the turnaround of aircrafts and handling of passengers and
cargo through the different airport facilities. Complementary services to airlines
are usually provided by airline subsidiaries or qualified independent third
parties authorized by the airport operator through a concession mechanism.
However, in cases like Vienna, Rome (ADR), Frankfurt, Munich and Paris, the
airport operator compete providing complementary services to airlines.
Usually, under a competitive environment, revenues from Complementary
Airport Services are not regulated. The most common types of revenues from
Complementary Services are presented in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.6
Most Common Revenues from Essential Airport Services
Type of Revenue Type of Service Covered Most Common Simplified
(Applicable (use of) Charging Projection
Regulation) Formula Formula
Essential Airside Services
Runway
Taxiway Aircraft
Traffic Control & Guidance MTOW
Landing Fee Visual Aids & Lighting X
(Regulated) Airport Safety & Security Tariff*
Fire Fighting and Rescue
Meteorological Services
Telecommunication *f(Type of aircraft)
Parking Fee Aprons Fixed Tariff* per
(Regulated) (short-term parking) Movement
*f(Type of aircraft)
Boarding Facilities Fee Air Bridge or Similar Fixed Tariff per
(Regulated) Passenger, Time or
Movement
Passenger Fee/ Lease Passenger's (and Cargo) Fixed Tariff per
Terminals to Airlines Terminal Buildings Passenger or
(Regulated) Monthly Lease
(Rent) per unit
Lease of Space to
Providers of Use of Land for Complementary Monthly Rent per
Complementary Services Area or Unit
Services
(Regulated)
Essential Landside Services
Access to Movements
Access Fee Ground Transportation X
(Regulated) and Providers of Tariff*
Complementary Services
Car Rental and Car Parking *f(type of vehicle)
Lease of Space to
Airlines
(Regulated)
Use of Check-in Counters
and Airline Traffic Counters
Monthly Rent per
Area or Unit
Expected
Number of
Passengers or
WLUs
X
MACPUT*
*Maximum Airport
Charge Per Unit of
Traffic (Including all
regulated services)
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Table 5.7
Most Common Revenues from Complementary Services
Type of Revenue Type of Service Covered Most Common Simplified
(Applicable Charging Projection
Regulation) Formula Formula
Loading/Unloading Luggage Movements
Ground and Ramp Loading/Unloading Freight X
Handling Power and A/C Tariff*
(No Regulation**) Waste *f(type of vehicle)
Traffic Handling Processing of Passengers, Tariff per Not
(No Regulation**) Luggage and Cargo through Passenger or Applicable
terminal (WLU)
Catering Tariff per(No Regulation**) Passenger
Fuel Service Storage Percentage(No Regulation**) Transportation surcharge per unit
*Under competitive Into-plane of weight of fuel
Environment
3) Revenue from Commercial Services. Commercial services are those services
not essential for the operation of the airport and the airlines, and include a wide
range of services and activities. Commercial Services may be provided by the
airport operator, directly or by independent third parties, through concession
mechanisms or partnership schemes. Revenues from Commercial Services
normally includes rental for commercial space in a fixed formula or in a formula
sharing the upside potential of the business. Usually, revenues from
Commercial Airport Services are not regulated. Most common revenues from
Commercial Services are presented in Table 5.8.
b) Non-operating Revenues are those revenues not directly associated with the
running and operation of the airport. In the case of government owned airports,
non-operating Revenues includes government grants or subsidies; and in the case
of non-government-owned airports, it includes technical and commercial
consultancy, interests (ownership or operating contract) in other airports, and off-
airport revenue from ownership and operation of hotels, convention centers,
shopping malls and other non-closely related facilities. In both cases, noise
surcharges and other environmental charges, are often included. This chapter will
concentrate on airport operating revenues.
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Table 5.8
Most common revenue from Commercial Services
For fiscal year 2000, operating revenues of major U.S. airports consisted of 46.7%
airport services (airside and landside essential services), 13.3% passenger facility
charges (PFC) and 40.0% commercial services. Revenues from Complementary
services were not significant; in almost all cases those services were provided by
airlines' specialized departments or through independent concessionaires not related
to the airport. It is also important to outline that 51.7% of the commercial services
revenue corresponded to car-parking and car-rentals revenues. In the case of a
possible privatization, some amount of this type of revenue might be classified as
essential landside service and be subject to economic regulation. A breakdown of the
operating revenue for the 30 major U.S. airports for year 2000 is presented in Figure
5.4. For more detailed information consult Appendix 1.1
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Type of Revenue Type of Service Covered Most Common Simplified
(Applicable Charging Projection
Regulation) Formula Formula
Lease of Space for Duty Free Area
Commercial Space Retail Shopping X
(No Regulation) Other Commercial Activities Tariff
Expected
Number of
Commissions or Fee on Duty Free Commission over Passengers
Commercial Activities Retail Shopping Sales and/or over X
(No Regulation) Other Commercial Activities profits Average
Commercial
Revenue per
Shared Profits (or Duty Free Total benefit Passenger*
losses) on Commercial Retail Shopping and risk
Activities Other Commercial Activities *f (Airport
(No Regulation) characteristics and
passengers profile)
Source: FAA Form 5100-127.
Figure 5.4
30 Major U.S. Airports
Operating Revenue Breakdown (2000)
Revenue Breakdown
Commercial
Revenues Airport
40.0% Revenues
46.7%
PFC
13.3%
Airport Services Revenue
Breakdown
Commercial Services Revenue
Breakdown
Other
Fees
6.6%
Landing
3Fees
Source: FAA (Form 5100-127)
A closer examination of airport operating revenues for the major U.S. airports for year
2000, shows a wide range in the amount each airport collects for different types of
services. For example, Figure 5.5 shows that airport service revenues (essential
airside and landside) can vary from $15.76 per passenger at New York JFK
International Airport (JFK) to $1.93 per passenger at Charlotte Douglas International
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Airport (CLT). In the case of commercial services, revenues vary from $8.75 per
passenger at Miami International Airport (MIA) to $1.33 per passenger at Cincinnati
Northern International Airport (CVG).
Figure 5.5
30 Major U.S. Airports
Operative Revenue per Passengers
$10.0 $15.0 $20.0
Airport Revenues + PFC
perPassenger
Revenue per Passenger
Source: FAA (Form 5100-127)
In the case of major European airports, aeronautical services revenue represented
41.2% and commercial services revenue 39.2% of total revenue for year 2000.
Comparing the revenue breakdown of the major European airports with its major
peers in the U.S., a more significant participation in Complementary services can be
observed. Complementary services at European airports contributed 13.1% of total
revenue. It is relevant to notice that the participation of commercial revenue has the
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same magnitude in the revenue breakdown of U.S. and European major airports. A
breakdown of total revenue for the 10 major European airports for year 2000 is
presented in Figure 5.6. For more detailed information consult Appendix 1.2
Selected Major European Airports*
Revenue Breakdown
2000
Total Revenue Breakdown
Other Revenue
6.6%
Handling
Revenue
13.1% A
Aeronautical
Revenue
36.6%
Commercial
Revenue
43.8%
* Aer Rianta, ADR, ADP, BAA, Copenhagen, Frankfurt, Manchester, Munich, Schiphol and Vienna.
Source: 2000 Annual Report of the mentioned airports.
The amounts that different European airports collect for the various types of services
span a wide range. For example, Figure 5.7 shows that airport service revenues
(essential airside and landside) can vary from $14.03 per passenger at Munich to
$5.00 per passenger at Aer Rianta airports. In the case of commercial services,
revenues can vary from $16.86 per passenger at BAA airports to $4.58 per passenger
at Copenhagen International Airport.
2 Source: 2000 Annual Report of the airports mentioned.
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Figure 5.6
Major European Airports
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5.2.3. Projection of Expenses
Expenses at a modern commercially oriented airport business can be originated from
a broad range of sources, depending on the type of services the airport is providing
and the role the airport organization is taking in each of those services. As already
noticed, airport services can be provided directly by the airport organization or by third
parties designated by it, through outsourcing, concession, and partnership
agreements.
The level of expenses at an airport organization is a function of different variables, like
level of service, available capacity, airport layout, human resources productivity,
assets productivity, passengers profile (O/D versus transfer and international versus
domestic), traffic concentration (peak hour and connecting banks), traffic seasonality,
available technology, country traditions, and the like.
As in any other industry, the process and principles of accounting for airport expenses
varies from country to country. Moreover, the way in which airports account for their
expenses varies with the type of ownership (government owned versus privately
owned entity) and with their economic objective (not-for-profit organizations versus
profit oriented enterprises). In most cases, government owned and non-for-profit
airport organizations use financial accounting principles, where total costs (expenses)
are sorted by type like "wages and salaries"1 or "supplies and services", not
considering the source that generates them. In the case of privately owned (non-
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Figure 5.7
$20.0
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government) and commercially oriented enterprises, the accounting procedures are
based on managerial accounting principles, more oriented to provide information on
profit centers, like airfield, passenger terminal, and car parking. Other important
factors in the way the airport accounts for its expenditures are the applicability of a
depreciation and amortization policy to account for the cost of assets, as well as the
obligation to pay corporate taxes.
The most common types of expenditures (costs) in an airport organization are:
1) Variable Costs. Usually, this type of costs is a function of the number of passengers
(WLUs) handled at a specific level of service. The most common variable costs
are:
" Personnel Expenses: Wages and salaries, social security, pensions and other
benefits.
- Supplies: Electricity, water, heat, air-conditioning
- Services: Security, cleaning of airport facilities, water treatment, storage or
disposal of hazardous materials.
" Maintenance and Repairs.
" Other variable costs.
2) Fixed Costs. Usually, fixed costs are independent of the number of passengers
(WLUs) handled. The most common fixed costs are:
" The cost of the infrastructure (runway, taxiway, aprons, terminal buildings,
parking lots, visual aids, and equipment) that is usually accounted through a
fixed depreciation charge.
- General and Administrative Expenses: Management and Board of Directors,
public relations, cost of staff (accounting, finance and controller).
- Other fixed costs: Insurance, communications and information.
A practical case of the application of the DCF model is presented in Section 6.4.5 and
in Appendix 5.
5.3. Comparative Market Valuation (multiples)
Comparative Market Valuation methodology uses valuation parameters called
multiples, which are established by all the participants in the capital market through
consensus. A valuation multiple links a financial or operative parameter of an airport to
its total enterprise value (EV). The valuation process for a non-quoted airport, consists
in assessing the current or expected value of the airport's specific financial or
operative parameter, such as the number of passengers handled or the EBITDA, and
then of applying the multiple the market is assigning to that specific parameter in
similar airports. The most common valuation multiples used in the airport sector are:
" EV/Number of Passengers
" EV/Total Revenue
" EV/EBITDA
" EV/Net Profit (also known as P/E = Price/Earnings)
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The most common valuation multiples for the major publicly traded airports are
presented in Figures 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11, while the most common valuation
parameters for the major publicly traded airports are presented in Table 5.9.
Figure 5.8
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May 3, 2001.
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7.2
Valuation Parameters of Selected Publicly Traded Airports
Airport Group Auckland ASUR BAA CPH Zurich Vienna Malaysia
Source: Annual Report
Exchange (1 $USD = X $Local)
Passengers (000,000)
Last year growth
% of International Passengers
Share Price $
Total Capitalization $(000,000)
Market Value of Debt $(000,000)
Enterprise Value (EV) $(000,000)
PROFIT AND LOSS $(000,000)
Airport Revenue
Commercial Revenue
Total Revenue
EBITDA
EBIT
Net Profit
CASH FLOW $(000,000)
Depreciation & Amortization
Operative CF
Non-operative Sources of Cash
Non-operative Uses of Cash
Capital Expenditures
Free Cash Flow (FCF)
BALANCE SHEET $(000,000)
Current Assets
Fixed Assets
Total Assets
Current Liabilities
Creditors (Debt with cost)
Book Value Shares
Total Liabilities & Net Worth
RATIOS
Airport Revenue/Passenger $
Commercial/Passenger $
Total Revenue/Passenger $
Outstanding Shares (000,000)
EBITDA/Revenue
EBIT/Revenue
Net Profit/Revenue
Earnings per Share $
EV/Passenger
EV/Revenue
EV/EBITDA
EV/EBIT
EV/Net Profit
Debt to Total Assets
1.6
90.4
Jun/30/2001
2.5
8.4
5.2%
59.8%
1.2
522.7
33.3
556.0
26.9
23.1
77.1
56.7
44.1
24.1
12.5
36.6
27.08
2000
9.6
11.4
7.1%
59.0%
1.7
519.0
519.0
102.9
17.7
120.6
70.5
40.3
21.8
30.2
52.0
22.0
70.1
998.3
967.1
9,847.3
2000
7.9
18.4
5.1%
89.1%
84.3
767.2
327.1
1,094.4
2000/2001
0.7
124.7
5.9%
81.6%
8.9
9,448.4
2,565.2
12,013.6
965.7
2017.2
3,184.7
1,228.9
895.6
566.5
333.3
899.9
600.9
2000
1.6
22.7
8.4%
49.1%
190.1
933.9
388.1
1,322.0
156.0
168.5
324.4
157.1
89.1
55.7
2000
1.1
11.9
6.6%
38.0
797.2
138.6
935.8
129.4
67.5
308.4
129.5
87.7
68.9
51.2 68.1 41.8
106.2 123.8 110.7
70.4 308.2 26.8
CSFB*
3.8
32.7
11.6%
38.4%
0.6
694.8
694.8
152.7
38.4
231.9
64.0
48.4
33.4
15.5
49.0
21.8
68.3 94.1 204.2 157.1
773.3 1,247.2 502.7 569.3
92.0 1,068.4 10,814.4 841.6 1,341.2 706.9 726.4
2.5 30.0 1,264.7 4.4 317.9 84.4 143.2
33.3 - 2,565.2 327.1 388.1 138.6
56.2 1,038.4 6,923.0 362.3 578.3 483.9 560.9
92.0
3.2
2.7
9.2
420.8
0.73
0.57
0.31
0.06
66.0
7.2
9.8
12.6
23.1
0.4
1,068.4 10,814.4 841.6 1,341.2 706.9 726.4
9.0
1.5
10.5
300.0
0.58
0.33
0.18
0.07
45.3
4.3
7.4
12.9
23.8
7.7
16.2
25.5
1,060.9
0.39
0.28
0.18
0.53
96.3
3.8
9.8
13.4
21.2
0.2
7.6
4.6
12.6
9.1
0.60
0.38
0.24
6.04
59.4
4.7
7.8
12.3
19.9
0.4
6.9
7.4
14.3
4.9
0.48
0.27
0.17
11.35
58.3
4.1
8.4
14.8
23.7
0.3
10.8
5.7
25.8
21.0
0.42
0.28
0.22
3.28
78.4
3.0
7.2
10.7
13.6
0.2
1,100.0
0.28
0.21
0.14
0.03
21.3
3.0
10.9
14.3
20.8
Source: Annual report of mentioned airports. Except Malaysia Airports: CS First Boston Equity Research May 3, 2001.
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Table 5.9
140.3
85.2
232.4
140.1
88.9
55.0
6. The Mexican Airport Privatization Case
6.1. The Mexican Airport System
The Mexican Airport System is a network conformed by 1,560 airports serving all of
the country's territory.
Aeropuertos y Servicios Auxiliares (ASA) created in 1965, is a government owned
entity in charge of managing and operating major commercial airports in Mexico.
Until 1998, when the four Mexican Airport Groups were created, ASA was responsible
for meeting infrastructure requirements and for providing aeronautical service at the
58 major commercial airports of the Mexican Airport System. Currently, the four
Mexican Airport Groups operate the 35 major airports and ASA operates the 23 small
airports of the system (For more information about the airport grouping see Section
6.3.1).
In year 2000, the 58 major commercial airports handled 58.9 million passengers and
1.4 million aircraft movements. From the total number of passengers 78.7% were
domestic and 22.3 % were international; 90% were regular scheduled service while
10% were charter. The annual average passenger's growth at these airports was
5.8% during 1991-2000. 1 See Figures 6.1 and 6.2.
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Figure 6.2
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The ten major Mexican airports handled 46.5 million passengers, equivalent to 78.3%
of the passengers handled in the system during 2000.1 See Figure 6.3.
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6.2. Objectives and Principles
The Mexican Government established the following main objectives2 for the
introduction of private management and investment into the Mexican Airport System:
1. Maintain, modernize, and expand the airport infrastructure.
2. Raise the levels of safety, security, and efficiency.
3. Improve the quality of aeronautical, complementary, and commercial services,
ensuring that they are provided in a competitive and non-discriminatory manner
for the benefit of the users.
4. Promote the development of the aeronautical and airport industry on a regional
basis.
5. Ensure the continuous operation of all airports within the airport network.
In addition to that, the Mexican Government established the following fundamental
principles2 to be followed during the privatization process:
1. Promote a fair, objective, transparent and expeditious process.
2. Encourage participation of quality investors and operators with operative,
administrative, technical, and financial capabilities and strengths.
3. Respect, in accordance with the relevant laws, the rights of employees (the
Mexican Law gives the Unions the right to equal the best bid during the
privatization process).
4. Ensure that the State receives the best available terms regarding price, timing,
and other relevant matters.
Finally, the Mexican Government imposed itself for the privatization process the
following restrictions:
1. Ensure the participation of Mexican investors.
2. Avoid cross control over strategic airports.
3. Each airport should be operative and financially viable (no cross subsidies).
4. Each airport company should have legal and labor independency (no single union
in the national airport sector).
5. Mexico City Airport Group (including the new airport in Texcoco) should be
privatized alone, due to its influence over the rest of the national airport system.
6. Fuel Services are not going to be privatized and they must be provided by
Aeropuertos y Servicios Auxiliares (ASA).
2 "General Guidelines for the Introduction of Private Investment into the Mexican Airport System". Published on
February 9, 1998 by the Ministry of Communication and Transport of Mexico.
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6.3. The Privatization Strategy
In order to provide certainty to airport users and investors, the first step of the Mexican
government into the airports privatization process was the establishment of a clear,
effective, and consistent new legal framework that defines the scope of the State
authority and the future role of the government in the airport Sector.
Consequently, a new Mexican law of airports was enacted in December 1995. The
most relevant provisions of the new law are:
1. The Government grants concessions to qualified private investors to manage,
operate, exploit, and build airports.
2. These concessions are granted for up to 50 years and may be extended for up to
an additional 50-year period.
3. Foreign investment is limited to 49% of equity participation. A greater participation
of foreign ownership would require special approval from the National Commission
of Foreign Investment.
4. Airline individual ownership is limited to 5% of the equity of an airport
concessionaire. An airline or group of airlines could not control directly or indirectly
the operations of any airport.
5. The Ministry of Communication and Transport (SCT or Ministry) takes any
necessary action to create an efficient, competitive, and non-discriminatory market
for airport related services.
6. The Ministry regulates tariffs and prices for aeronautical services and
complementary services, when these services are not provided competitively.
Commercial services are not regulated.
7. SENEAM, the Mexican Air Traffic Control Authority, is in charge of air traffic control
and related services.
By the end of 1996, the Mexican Government appointed Banco Interacciones, S.A.
and SBC Warburg as Agents and Financial Advisors for the privatization process of
the 35 main airports operated by ASA.
After an informal consultation period with airlines, international airport operators,
complementary and commercial service providers, sector analysts, airport consultants,
investment bankers, development bankers, and other participants in the airline and
airport industries, the Mexican government issued the "Investment Guidelines for the
Opening of Private Investment in the Mexican Airport System" (the Guidelines) in
February 1998.
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According to the Guidelines, the purpose of the process was to introduce private
investment into the Mexican airport network in order to expand and modernize the
national airport infrastructure.
The privatization strategy of the Mexican Airport System basically consists in
promoting the participation of wide rage of private investors principally by means of
public equity offerings in the domestic and international capital markets. (See
appendix 4: IPO versus Trade Sale analysis)
The process for introducing private investment into Mexican Airport System has being
implemented through the following three main phases:
1. The conformance of four Regional Airport Groups independently managed, with
budget autonomy, and not subject to the state-owned company regulations.
2. The sale of a minority interest (15%) of each Airport Group Holding Company to a
Strategic Partner selected through an international public biding process (trade
sale).
3. The Sale of the remaining (85%) Holding Company's equity in one or several public
offerings in the domestic and international equity markets (IPO), once each Airport
Group has established a track record of independent management.
6.3.1. The First Phase: The Airport Grouping and the New Corporate Structure
As part of the first phase, the Ministry of Communication and Transport identified 35 of
Mexico's 58 major airports as being suitable for private investment. The remaining 23
smaller, underutilized and non-profitable (non-breakeven) airports will be operated and
managed by ASA and they may be considered in a further privatization stage.
After evaluating different alternatives, the 35 most attractive airports of the Mexican
Airport System were divided into four regional groups. The regional airport groups are
presented in Figure 6.4.
In order to complete the first phase, the Federal Government incorporated a State-
owned company for each airport (the Airport Companies) and granted it the Title of
Concession of the corresponding airport. The Federal Government also incorporated
four holding companies (the Airport Holdings), one for each of the Airport Groups.
Each Holding Company owned the shares of their respective Airport Companies.
Figure 6.5 presents the corporate structure of the airport groups at the end of the first
phase of the privatization process.
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Figure 6.4
The Mexican Airport Groups
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Source: "General Guidelines for the Introduction of Private Investment into the Mexican Airport System".
Published on February 9, 1998 by the Ministry of Communication and Transport of Mexico.
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Figure 6.5
Transitional Corporate Structure
6.3.2. The Second Phase: The Strategic Partner Selection Process
The Strategic Partner would provide technical and management experience to the
Airport Group in order to improve airport operations and develop commercial activities,
as well as to enhance the credibility required by a successful international initial public
offering (IPO). Each Airport Group would include a qualified Strategic Partner who
would be selected through an international public tender.
According to the Guidelines the process of selecting the Strategic Partner for each
Airport Group, would consist en two main stages:
1) Registration of interested parties.
The registration stage enabled the Ministry of Communications and Transport to
identified interested parties and started an informal consultation period with
potential participants before the Biding Rules for each Airport Group were officially
published.
As a result of the Guidelines invitation to interested parties to obtain a register, the
Ministry of Communications received more than 50 applications for registration
from domestic and international entities. Among these interested parties there
were some of the major airport operators in the world: AENA (Spain), Aeroports de
Montreal (Canada), Abroports de Paris (France), Airport Group International (U.S.),
BAA (U.K.), Copenhagen Airport (Denmark), Frankfurt Airport (Germany), Houston
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Airport (U.S.), Lufthansa Consulting (Germany), Manchester Airport (U.K.), Milan
Airport, National Express (U.K.), Ogden (U.S.), Roma Airport (Italy), San Francisco
Airport (USA), Schiphol (Amsterdam), Singapore Airport, TBI (U.K.), The Portland
Group (U.K. consulting firm), Vancouver Airport (Canada), Vienna Airport (Austria),
and Zurich Airport (Switzerland).
2) A public tender to acquire the following package:
a) A 10% to15% equity interest of the Holding Company
b) An option to acquire an additional 5% of the equity of the Holding Company,
which may be exercised gradually.
c) The right (and obligation) to sign a Management Assistance and Transfer of
Technology Contract with the Airport Group (the Participation Contract).
Following the Guidelines, the public tender of each Airport Group started with the
publication of The Bidding Rules in the Official Gazette of the Federation.
The Bidding Rules for each Airport Group established the purpose of the tender,
the stages and time table of the bidding process, the requirements to participate,
the terms and conditions under which bids were to be submitted, and the general
rules for the determination of the winner (for more detailed information see
Appendix 7: The Bidding Rules for the Strategic Partner Selection Process).
Following the Guidelines, in the second phase, a series of international public bidding
processes were conducted sequentially to award a minority interest (15%) in each
Airport Group to a Strategic Partner.
Except for the Mexico City Airport Group, for which no guidelines have been
established and the Mexican Government has just chosen Texcoco to place the New
Mexico City Airport, the Airport Groups have completed the first and second phases of
the privatization process, with the following results:
" A 15% interest in the Southeast Airport Group has been awarded to a consortium
leaded by Copenhagen Airports (CPH) in December 1998;
" A 15% interest in the Pacific Airport Group has been awarded to a consortium
leaded by AENA Servicios Aeronauticos, S.A., the Spanish airport operator, in July
1999; and
" A 15% interest in the North-Central Airport Group has been awarded to a
consortium leaded by A6roports de Paris (ADP), the French airport operator, in
June 2000.
Simultaneously, in order to complete the first two phases of the privatization process,
the Mexican government sold the remaining 85% of the Airport Groups capital stock to
a Mexican Selling Trust established by NAFIN, a Mexican National Credit institution
and development bank controlled by the Mexican government. The trust was
responsible to exercise the corporate rights of the Airport Group and to promote the
sell at least 36% of the capital stock through one or more public equity offerings.
As a consequence, since then, the Airport Groups and its subsidiaries have not being
subject to the Mexican Regulations applicable to government-owned companies. This
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has provided the Airport Group's management the flexibility to control its budget, to
develop and implement their business plan and to respond on time to potential
business opportunities. Figure 6.6 presents the corporate structure of the airport
groups at the end of the second phase of the privatization process.
Figure 6.6
Intermediate Transitional Corporate Structure
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After de completion of the second phase, the Government major new functions and
responsibilities were reduced to: i) grant, modify, and revoke concessions; ii) establish
safety regulations; iii) create an efficient, competitive, and non-discriminatory market
for airport related services; iv) approve the master plans for each airport every five
years; v) determine maximum airport service rates for each airport; vi) monitor airport
facilities to determine their compliance with the Airport Law and the terms of their
respective concession title; vii) impose sanctions for failure to observe the airport
regulation; and viii) establish air transit rules, as well as rules regulating take-off and
landing schedules.
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6.3.3. The Third Phase: The Initial Public Offering
In the third stage, all or a portion (enough to have at least 51 % in private hands) of the
remaining interest in each airport group would be sold through public offerings in the
Mexican and international capital markets. Figure 6.7 presents the final corporate
structure of the airport groups at the end of the third phase of the privatization
process.
Figure 6.7
Final Coiporate Structure
0
As part of this third phase, on September 28, 2000, the Mexican Government sold
85% of the capital stock of the Southeast Airport Group Holding Company via
simultaneous Initial Public Offerings (IPOs) in the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
and in the Mexican Stock Exchange (BMV). For more details see Section 6.4.3.
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6.4. The Southeast Airport Group Case (ASUR)
Based on a strong investment case (see Section 6.4.4), the Southeast Airport Group
was selected by the Mexican Government as the flagship to launch the Mexican
Airport Privatization Process.
6.4.1. The ASUR new Corporate Structure
The Southeast Airport Group airport group consists of a Holding Company, 9 Airport
Companies, and a Service Company. See Figure 6.8.
Figure 6.8
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The Holding Company was incorporated on November 1, 1998, by the Federal
Government as a temporarily majority State-owned entity, which owns the shares or
each of the Airport Companies. Each Airport Company was granted with the
concession title of for their corresponding airport. The Service Company is responsible
for rendering administrative services to the Southeast Airport Group.
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6.4.2. Strategic Partner Selection Process
The Federal Government published the Request for Proposals to Purchase Shares of
the Southeast Airport Group on June 29, 1998.
The purpose of the public tender was to sell the equity participation in the Holding
Company (the Equity Participation), which included:
1. The mandatory purchase 15% of the outstanding capital stock of the Holding
Company.
2. The option to purchase 5% additional shares of the Holding Company's equity.
3. The right (and obligation) to sign a 15-year Management Assistance and Transfer of
Technology Contract (the Participation Contract).
Under the Participation Contract, the Strategic Partner would provide management
and consulting services, as well as transfers industry "know-how" and technology to
the Southeast Airport Group in exchange for a technical assistance fee.
The Strategic Partner's main rights included:
1. A technical assistance fee equal to the greater of a fixed dollar amount or 5% of the
Airport Group's operating income. The fixed dollar amount was settled in US$5.0
million in 1999 and 2000, US$3.0 million in 2001 and 2002, and US$2.0 million for
each subsequent year.
2. The right to render additional services to the Airport Group companies with certain
provisions designed to avoid conflicts of interest between Airport Group companies
and the Strategic Partner.
3. The right to elect two out of seven members of the board of directors, and to
appoint and remove the chief executive officer and half of the executive officers.
Also, it has a veto power against certain corporate matters.
The Strategic Partner consortium should include:
1. A member with practical knowledge of the Mexican business and labor environment
(the Mexican Partner);
2. A member with capabilities and international recognition with respect to the
development of aeronautical and commercial activities (the "Airport Partner"); and
3. If desired one or more members as investors (the "Financial Partner").
After a process that brought the attention of some of the most renowned airport
operators in the world, in December of 1998, the Mexican Government officially
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designated the Strategic Partner for the Southeast Airport Group. Figure 6.9 presents
the conformation of the designated Strategic Partner.
Figure 6.9
Southeast Airport Group
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Copenhagen Airports A/S (CPH) is one of the leading airport operators in the world.
CPH has won several international awards, including the 1997, 1998 and 1999 IATA
awards for world's best airport shopping facilities, as well as the IATA 1999 award for
world's best airport for overall passenger satisfaction. CPH operates the airports of
Kastrup and Roskilde in Copenhagen where it served approximately 18.4 million
passengers (303,713 aircraft movements) and handled 420,000 tons of freight in
2000. Additionally, CPH provides technical assistance to Stockholm Airport (Sweden),
Tallinn Airport (Estonia) and Milan Airport (Italy).
The other stockholders of the Strategic Partner are Triturados Baselticos y Derivados,
S.A. de C.V. (TRIBASA), a Mexican leading infrastructure company; Groupe GTM,
S.A., a French infrastructure international consortium; and Cintra Concesiones de
Infraestructura de Transporte, S.A., a subsidiary of the Spanish group Ferrovial.
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Pursuant to the bid, the Strategic Partner consortium paid the Mexican government a
total of US$115.5 million (approximately, based on the exchange rates in effect on the
dates of payment) exchange for the Equity Participation (15%, the option contract and
the Participation Contract). The winning consortium also offered a reinvestment
commitment of around US$100 million from 1999 to 2003.
6.4.3. The ASUR Initial Public Offering
As part of the third phase established in the Guidelines, on September 28, 2000, the
Mexican Government sold, through Nacional Financiera, S.N.C., the remaining 85% of
the capital stock of the Southeast Airport Group Holding Company via simultaneous
Initial Public Offerings (IPOs) in the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and in the
Mexican Stock Exchange (BMV). The initial offering price for each share was
US$1.513 (US$15.125 per ADS)', equivalent to a capitalization value of $453.9
million. This price represents a 29.1% discount relative to the capitalization value
($770 million) of the trade sale to the Strategic Partner (15%) in December 1998. This
difference in valuation was based in: i) the typical IPO discount relative to trade sales;
ii) the present value of the Strategic Partner Fee (estimated in $15million); iii) the
present value of the contract option to buy an additional 5% of capital (estimated in
$4.5 million); and iv) a premium paid for control.
With the Southeast Airport Group (ASUR) initial public offering, the Mexican
Government finished with its privatization tradition selling the Southeast Airport Group
to the public rather than selling it to a single controlling strategic investor.
6.4.4. The Southeast Airport Group Investment Case
" Steady long-term traffic growth
" Limited competition
" Linked to the U.S. economy
" No long-term debt (leverage is limited up to 50%)
" Limited corporate and labor liabilities (newly created corporations)
" Clear and transparent economic regulation
" Upside of commercial activities with a "Dual Till" regulation mechanism
" 59% of international passengers
" Low capital expenditures requirements (9% of free cash flow)
" First world modern corporate governance, including clear provisions in the Bylaws
to avoid conflicts of interest
" Experienced management plus CPH know how
" More that 10-year estimated available capacity
" Attractive Tax incentives
" Relative low customer concentration
6.4.5. The Valuation of the Southeast Airport Group
In order to illustrate the practical application and consistency of the valuation
methodologies discussed in Chapter 5, Figure 6.10 presents a comparative analysis of
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ASUR Prospectus. September 28, 2000.
the current market value of the Southeast Airport Group (ASUR) versus the results
obtained by the Discount Cash Flow DCF methodology (see Appendix 5) and the
Comparative Market Valuation (multiples) methodology.
Figure 6.10
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Comparing the different valuations of ASUR presented in Figure 6.4, it can be
observed a wide range of different values from $695 million in the case of EV/
Passenger Multiple Valuation in December 2000 to $454 million in the case of the IPO
(NYSE) valuation at the end of September 2000.
Analyzing the EV/Passenger multiple valuation ($695 million) versus the Market
Valuation ($519 million) at the end of December 2000, it can be observed that the
Market Valuation represented a 25.3% discount over the EV/Passenger multiple
valuation. This discount was caused by the difference from the value of $45 per
passenger that the market consensus was assigning to ASUR, against the $61 per
passenger the market consensus was assigning in average to the sample of publicly
traded airports (see Figure 5.9, Section 5.3). This difference might also be interpreted,
as a potential upside of $16 per passenger the market was not recognizing in ASUR in
December 2000. The question for the decision-maker was how much of the upside
potential could be achieved by the new commercial strategy at ASUR, considering it
handled 59% of international passengers with a quite comparable spending profile to
the average passenger handled in the sample of publicly traded airports? Considering
an upside potential of only $9.4 per passenger (59% of $16), and a multiple of $54.4
per passenger, we got a total value of $620 million, which represented only a 2.4%
discount under the DCF Valuation ($635 million, optimistic scenario).
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In the case of the EV/EBITDA multiple valuation ($617 million) versus the Market
Valuation ($519 million) at the end of December 2000, it can be observed that the
Market Valuation represented only a 15.9% discount over the EV/EBITDA multiple
valuation. This discount was due to the difference from the 7.4 multiple the market
consensus was assigning to ASUR, versus the 8.8 multiple the market consensus was
assigning in average to the sample of publicly traded airports (see Figure 5.11,
Section 5.3). On the other hand, the market consensus EV/EBITDA multiple of 7.4
was quite consistent with the 7.8 EV/EBITDA multiple implied in the DCF Valuation
methodology ($550 million, probable scenario). We can also say that the market
consensus EV/EBITDA multiple of 7.4 was ignoring the company growth potential
implied in the 9.0 EV/EBITDA multiple of the DCF Valuation methodology ($635
million, optimistic scenario).
Figure 6.11 presents the Southeast Airport Group average share price since the IPO
in the NYSE in September 2000. It is interesting to outline that the ADS daily average
price (10 shares) has varied from $15.13 on September 28, 2000; to a maximum of
$21.10 on April 18, 2001; then to a minimum of $8.9 on September 27, 2001; and
back to $15.4 on December 31, 2001. The last price recorded was $16.65 on May 2,
2002 (not shown in the graph). This changes in prices represented a gain of 71.3%
(annual compound rate) from September 28, 2000 to April 18, 2001; a lost of 130.3%
(annual compound rate) from April 18, 2001 to September 27, 2001; and a gain of
280.6% (annual compound rate) from September 27, 2001 to December 31, 2001.
The total result is a gain of 6.3% (annual compound rate) from September 28, 2000 to
May 2, 2002.
6.5. First results
The results of the Mexican Airport Privatization Process are difficult to quantify in this
very short time. However, according the last annual report the private management at
ASUR is working in the following elements:
1) Development of a sound commercial strategy to increase the amount and quality of
non-aeronautical revenue, as well as to attract brand name retailers and renown
service providers.
2) More active and focused marketing strategy to attract new customers (airlines).
3) Improved operational efficiency (labor productivity and asset utilization). A more
efficient air traffic management has improved the runway utilization, and has
deferred the original capital expenditure program.
5) Revenue and cost optimization.
6) Better planning and delivery in the commercial capital expenditure (capex)
program.
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Chapter 7. General Considerations and Conclusions
As a result of the deregulation of the air transport industry in the United Estates and
Europe, the globalization of the world's economy, the growth of world's population,
and the increase of average income per capita; air traffic has more than doubled
during the last 15 years (1985-2000).
Air traffic growth has caused significant congestion problems in major airports around
the world, and the experts are expecting significant air traffic growth over the next
twenty years.
Governments have being facing important challenges in meeting the demands of a
growing and changing air transport sector. The participation of private investors and
private management in the ownership and operation of airports has become an
important element in the effort to satisfy these demands.
The major drivers to airport privatization are i) the capital expenditure requirements to
modernize and increase the existing infrastructure capacity; ii) the flexibility of a non-
government operated entity; and iii) the efficiency improvements and innovations
typically associated with private sector management.
The flexibility, efficiency, and innovation capabilities provided by a privately managed
airport organization are widely accepted. However, the airport privatization movement
around the world has being struggling with the problem of resolving the natural conflict
between the interests of private investors and those of the public at large. This conflict
is exacerbated by the fact that airports, to a greater or lesser extent, are natural
monopolies when it comes to services for originating and terminating passengers. In
order to protect the public interest, governments have retained some degree of control
over the following strategic and operative aspects of the privatized airports: i) safety &
security, ii) minimum quality standards on services, and iii) level of prices to avoid
monopolistic practices.
Although there is no perfect substitute for a competitive environment, an effective
approach is to design and implement an economic regulation mechanism that, on the
one hand, makes it possible to achieve the advantages of a privately managed
organization, and on the other, protects the public interest without compromising the
flexibility required by the private sector in order to introduce efficiency and innovation
in the airport planning and operation activities. The limitation of this approach is that if
the economic regulation mechanism is not properly designed and applied, it can
become an expensive and time-consuming mechanism.
In addition to the economic regulation mechanism, an alternative recommended to
ameliorate the natural conflict of interest between the private stockholders and the
airport users, is to incorporate in the privatization strategy a more democratic
stockholders' structure, through a publicly traded (in a formal stock exchange) and
professionally managed airport organization, in which all type of investors can
participate and receive the direct economic benefits of the productivity and profitability
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of a privately owned and managed airport organization. In this organization,
management is committed to a "healthy" long-term equilibrium between the interest of
all the stakeholders of the firm: stockholders, debt holders, users (airlines,
passengers, and cargo shippers), service providers, contractors, suppliers, authorities,
financial community, airport neighbors, environment, among others. Whenever it is
technically and economically possible, it is advisable to implement the privatization
process through a publicly traded and professionally managed airport organization
structure. To ensure this equilibrium it is fundamental to include as part of the
organization's by-laws the proper corporate governance that clearly spells out the
separation of responsibilities between Board of Directors and Management.
Privatization of airports has become a more common event over the past decade,
however, it is true to say that no two processes have being the same: government
priorities, political agenda's, national culture, and the specific characteristics of the
airport to be privatized, all have influenced, in one way or the other, the framework
within which the process finally occurred.
Currently, 198 airports in 36 countries have being totally or partially privatized,
handling around 578 million passengers, equivalent to 18% of the total number of
passengers handled (arriving or departing) at the airports of the world during 2000.
Although there are countries (like the U.K.) with well-advanced airport privatization
programs, there are other countries with important air travel markets that are just
starting its privatization efforts, like France, Spain, and the Netherlands, just to
mention some of them.
Despite the typical price discounts of IPOs relative to trade sales, in the coming years,
airports serving stable economies and with critical masses over 10 million passengers
will be seeking total or partial Initial Public Offerings (IPOs) in the international capital
markets, as the preferred privatization mechanism. Moreover, some of the current
privatized airports through trade sales will seek partial (primary and secondary) public
offerings to meet their investment needs or to cash-out some of their initial non-
strategic investors. Smaller airports serving developing economies will seek small
partial domestic IPOs or international trades sales to attract strategic investors
including an experienced airport operator. Built Operate and Transfer (BOT) contracts
for the construction and operation of new facilities, and long-term concessions to
develop and operate exciting facilities, are going to be promoted in Latin America and
Asia, and in some countries of Africa and the Middle East.
The U.S. airport sector, due to the specific conditions commented in Section 3.2, and
the national security issues related with the events of September 1 1 th 2001, will
continue promoting private sector participation under the current Public Private
Partnership scheme.
The operation of major private airports around the world will be concentrated in the
hands of five to ten major international airport operators like AENA, A6roports de Paris
(ADP), BAA, Copenhagen (CPH), Frankfurt, Schiphol, TBI, Vancouver (YVR) and one
or two Asian airport operators, like Singapore and Beijing (BICA).
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7.1. Advantages and Risks of a Privatized Airport Organization
Table 7.1 presents some of the major trade-offs governments should analyze during
the planning stage of their airport privatization strategies.
Table 7.1
Private versus Government Management/Ownership
Advantages:
- A clear objective to serve
the public interest.
- Full access to public funds
(direct state of federal
funding or the issue of
Government Bonds).
Risks:
- Inefficiency.
- Over regulation and lack of
flexibility.
- Limited access to private
participation.
N/A
Advantages:
- Efficiency.
- Innovation.
- Limited conflict of interest on a public
service (airport services).
Risks:
- Only access to direct private
investment (Management Contract).
- The lack of incentives to reward
private management efficiency and
innovation.
Advantages:
- Efficiency.
- Innovation.
- Flexibility.
- Free to borrow money from the
private sector.
- Relieve the financial pressure on the
State to fund development.
- Access to the capital markets in a
big scale transactions (IPO) or direct
private investment (Trade Sale) in
smaller transactions.
Risks:
- Conflict of Interest. The objective of
private oriented management is to
maximize shareholders benefit not
the public interest.
- The need of Economic Regulation.
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Government
Ownership
Private
Ownership
___________________________________________
7.2. Economic Regulation Conclusions and Recommendations
The following basic issues should be considered in designing and implementing an
effective regulatory mechanism that facilitates the transfer of airport activities to the
private sector.
1) There is no regulatory scheme that can be a perfect substitute for a competitive
environment; therefore, promoting a competitive environment of self-regulation is
both desirable and convenient.
2) There is no general applicable approach to airport economic regulation;
governments should consider a case-by-case design and application.
3) It is fundamental to have a correct understanding of the monopolistic power of the
airport and its particular economic, social and political environment, including
market characteristics (customers, demand, competition), congestion, investment
cycle, as well as the potentiality of developing commercial activities.
4) The appropriate selection of the services subject to regulation is fundamental to
avoid over-regulation or "leakages". Almost all of the current economic regulation
mechanisms focus their attention on the airside of the airport, underestimating the
ability of private operators to take advantage of their monopolistic position to
exploit the infrastructure and services of the airport's landside.
5) The implementation of an ad-hoc robust economic regulation mechanism should
meet clear and non-conflicting objectives, like the examples included in Section
4.3.
6) From the point of view of the investor in the capital markets, it is better the certainty
of a clear tight economic regulation than the potential economic benefits of an
unclear light-handed regulation mechanism.
7) One of the major objectives of economic regulation is protecting users against
monopolistic pricing of essential airport (airside and landside) services. However,
considering the 15-year experience of the U.K., it is fundamental that that the
future economic regulation addresses objectives that go beyond pricing. These
include the proper incentives for making timely investments in airport capacity, as
well as ensuring safety, security and an adequate level of service.
8) From the analysis of the information presented in Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10,
Section 4.9, it can be conclude that there is no evidence indicating that privatized
airports are more price-competitive than their non-privatized comparable peers,
however, there is some practical evidence to the effect that government regulation
at major regulated airports has achieved the objective of protecting airport users
from monopolistic pricing of facilities and services.
9) Finally, to perform an effective application and follow-up of the regulatory scheme,
the existence of an independent regulatory body with adequate legal power and
institutional capabilities is strongly recommended.
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7.3. Valuation Methodology Conclusions and Recommendations
1) In most cases the airport organization investment opportunity is mainly linked to a
steady long-term traffic (passengers and cargo) growth and the upside of
developing a market for commercial services.
2) One of the most important component in the shareholders value philosophy in a
privatized airport organization is a skillful, innovative, and properly compensated
management that can maximize the organization's capacity to generate cash in the
long-run, and at the same time, to properly manage the expectations of the
financial market.
3) A very common controversy is who should take the upside between the valuation
of the privatized enterprise, including all the value added by a more efficient and
innovative management and the enhanced flexibility of a private business; and on
the other hand, the current valuation (business as usual) of the government owned
enterprise. In other words, who should cash out all the economic benefits of the
privatization? In our opinion, a privatization only can be qualified as successful
when it balances the distribution of the long-run benefits among the interested
parties: the seller (the Government), the buyer (the investors), the management
group, the employee group, and the users. Any lack of equilibrium in the expected
benefits would jeopardize the goals of the privatization process. Therefore, a well-
designed valuation model is a useful tool for government policy-makers in the
process of balancing the expected privatization benefits.
7.4. The Privatization Movement after September 11, 2001
The unfortunate events of September 11, 2001 will have a deep impact on the current
globalization trend of world's economy. The bases for an unrestricted global flow of
goods and services have suffered significant changes. We think that an economic
regionalism philosophy will substitute the economic globalization philosophy of the last
decade; the U.S. economy will concentrate its efforts on Europe, Canada/Mexico
(NAFTA) and the rest of Latin America. As part of the new economic cycle, flow of
goods, services, labor, and investments, will have a significant increase among these
regions.
The result of the above mentioned, will be an increase of air traffic (passengers and
cargo) in the American north-south and Transatlantic routes. Airports serving these
routes will have important efficiency and expansion pressures.
After September 11, 2001, security has become the first priority among the main
challenges for the airport sector during the next years. Although the real
consequences are not completely clear, there are expected significant changes that
can vary from the operational side: like tighter passengers and luggage screening
procedures, 100% passenger-bag matching, strict personnel selecting policies, and
inflexible commercial activities policies; to more strategic changes: like investment in
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new screening technologies, redesign of terminal layouts to facilitate security
procedures on O/D and transfer passengers, and even the change in flying patterns
avoiding peak hours or congested transferring hubs.
Although, the events of September 11, 2001 will have a deep impact on the air travel
industry, it is expected that the airport privatization movement around the world will
manage to sustain its current momentum. We believe that the participation of private
investors and private management in the airport sector does not represent a major
conflict with the new security priorities. On the contrary, we think that the "private
sector execution/government supervision" formula is more effective than the
alternative "government execution/government supervision" formula. This can be
proved with the case of Belfast, operated by TBI, one of the airports with highest
security standards in the world.
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Appendix 1
Relevant Statistics
Top 30 Airports in the World Y2000 (Preliminary)
Airport Rank Passengers Change Rank Total Change Rank Total Change
(%) Movements (%) Cargo (%)
ATLANTA (ATL) 1 80,171,036 2.8 1 915,454 0.6 21 894,471 1.3
CHICAGO (ORD) 2 72,135,887 -0.7 2 908,989 1.4 13 1,468,553 -3.1
LOS ANGELES (LAX) 3 68,477,689 5.1 4 783,433 0.6 3 2,038,784 5.1
LONDON (LHR) 4 64,607,185 3.8 17 466,815 1.9 14 1,402,089 3.4
DALLAS/FT WORTH (DFW) 5 60,687,122 1.1 3 837,779 0.7 20 904,994 9
TOKYO (HND) 6 56,402,206 3.8 236,700** 26 769,747 6.3
FRANKFURT (FRA) 7 49,360,620 7.6 18 458,731 4.5 8 1,709,942 11.1
PARIS, (CDG) 8 48,240,137 11.6 10 517,657 8.8 11 1,610,484 13.2
SAN FRANCISCO (SFO) 9 41,173,983 2.1 26 429,222 -2.2 22 869,839 3.3
AMSTERDAM (AMS) 10 39,604,589 7.7 25 432,480 5.5 15 1,267,385 3.4
DENVER (DEN) 11 38,748,781 1.9 9 520,073 5
LAS VEGAS (LAS) 12 36,856,186 9.5 8 521,300 -4
SEOUL (SEL) 13 36,727,124 10.1 233,243* 5 1,874,232 13.2
MINNEAPOLIS/SP (MSP) 14 36,688,159 5.3 7 523,146 2.5
PHOENIX (PHX) 15 35,889,933 7 5 637,779 12.5
DETROIT (DTW) 16 35,535,080 4.6 6 555,375 -0.7
HOUSTON (IAH) 17 35,246,176 6.5 13 483,570 4.4
NEWARK (EWR) 18 34,194,788 1.7 21 450,187 -1.7
MIAMI (MIA) 19 33,569,625 -1 11 517,440 0.2 10 1,642,744 -0.5
NEW YORK (JFK) 20 32,779,428 3.5 6 1,817,727 5.1
MADRID (MAD) 21 32,765,820 18.2 350,291* 15.7
HONG KONG (HKG) 22 32,746,737 10.2 181,927* 2 2,267,609 13.4
LONDON (LGW) 23 32,056,942 4.9 248,181*
ORLANDO (MCO) 24 30,822,580 5.6
ST LOUIS (STL) 25 30,546,698 1.2 14 481,025 -4.1
BANGKOK (BKK) 26 29,621,898 8.5 176,895* 23 867,942 7.3
TORONTO (YYZ) 27 28,820,326 4
SINGAPORE (SIN) 28 28,618,200 9.8 173,947* 9 1,705,410 12
SEATTLE/TACOMA (SEA) 29 28,404,312 2.5 24 446,066 2.9
BOSTON (BOS) 30 27,412,926 1.3 15 478,873 -3.2
TOTAL 1,238,912,173
Source: Airport Council International. Air Traffic Data. March 26, 2001. *Annual Report of the mentioned airports.
**1998.
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Revenue Distribution at 30 Major U.S. Airports (2000)
Total Airport Total Total
Total Service Commercial Operating
Airport Passengers Revenue Revenue Revenue
1 WILLIAM B HARTSFIELD ATL 80,162,407 101,199,744 151,496,148 252,695,892
2 CHICAGO O'HARE INTL ORD 72,144,244 275,016,826 180,334,423 455,351,249
3 LOS ANGELES INTL LAX 68,477,689 166,065,006 229,773,109 395,838,115
4 DALLAS/FORT WORTH INTL DFW 61,000,000 131,649,695 119,573,727 251,223,422
5 SAN FRANCISCO INTL SFO 41,040,995 196,054,768 167,096,483 363,151,251
6 DENVER INTL DEN 38,751,687 296,035,735 142,304,708 438,340,443
7 MC CARRAN INTL LAS 36,865,866 91,160,000 109,961,000 201,121,000
8 MINNEAPOLIS-ST PAUL INTL MSP 36,751,632 76,884,000 86,531,000 163,415,000
9 PHOENIX SKY HARBOR INTL PHX 36,010,149 67,608,765 110,311,914 177,920,679
10 DETROIT METRO WAYNE DTW 35,535,080 88,055,780 74,271,325 162,327,105
11 G. BUSH INTERCONTINENTAL IAH 35,251,372 83,134,000 78,659,000 161,793,000
12 NEWARK INTL EWR 34,100,000 359,727,000 153,245,000 512,972,000
13 MIAMI INTL MIA 33,621,273 183,279,000 294,073,000 477,352,000
14 JOHN F KENNEDY INTL JFK 32,900,000 478,664,000 190,654,000 669,318,000
15 ORLANDO INTL MCO 30,823,509 75,484,000 162,453,000 237,937,000
16 LAMBERT-ST LOUIS INTL STL 30,561,387 68,287,658 47,455,093 115,742,751
17 SEATTLE-TACOMA INTL SEA 28,408,553 107,527,552 99,388,607 206,916,159
18 EDWARD LAWRENCE LOGAN BOS 27,433,768 125,546,449 132,624,089 258,170,538
19 LAGUARDIA LGA 25,300,000 150,253,000 94,109,000 244,362,000
20 PHILADELPHIA INTL PHL 24,918,276 96,601,475 55,087,955 151,689,430
21 CHARLOTTE/DOUGLAS INTL CLT 23,149,943 44,657,935 37,348,065 82,006,000
22 HONOLULU INTL HNL 23,014,333 76,117,392 157,875,084 233,992,476
23 CINCINNATI/NORTHERN KENTUCKY CVG 22,537,525 44,359,083 30,073,154 74,432,237
24 WASHINGTON DULLES INTERNATI IAD 20,104,693 111,511,154 72,398,464 183,909,618
25 SALT LAKE CITY INTL SLC 19,900,810 48,891,453 44,229,380 93,120,833
26 PITTSBURGH INTERNATIONAL PIT 19,816,511 89,052,293 39,884,906 128,937,199
27 BALTIMORE-WASHINGTON INTL BWI 19,602,609 38,845,884 81,424,319 120,270,203
28 TAMPA INTL TPA 16,043,383 34,779,928 71,722,610 106,502,538
29 SAN DIEGO INTL SAN 15,800,000 40,070,874 34,920,249 74,991,123
30 R. REAGAN WASHINGTON NATIONAL DCA 15,888,199 107,187,013 49,797,669 156,984,682
TOTAL 1,005,915,893 3,853,707,462 3,299,076,481 7,152,783,943
53.88% 46.12% 100.00%
Source: FAA (Form 5100-127)
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Revenue Distribution at Major European Airports (2000)
Aeronautical Commercial Handling Other Total
Revenue Revenue Revenue Revenue
Aer Rianta 89.4 268.5 - 37.5 395.4
Schiphol 291.0 287.6 - 14.4 593.0
BAA 1,006.4 2,102.2 - 210.2 3,318.8
Copenhagen 139.1 84.4 - 6.8 230.3
Frankfurt 574.8 364.3 525.7 43.4 1,508.1
Manchester 191.4 140.6 15.4 33.5 380.9
Munich 288.4 284.8 251.1 74.2 898.5
Paris 598.3 390.8 157.3 150.7 1,297.1
DR 146.7 144.4 179.3 49.0 519.4
Vienna 127.9 66.7 109.7 - 304.3
Total 3,453.4 4,134.4 1,238.4 619.8 9,446.0
Participation 36.56% 43.77% 13.11% 6.56% 100.00%
Source: Annual Reports of the mentioned Airports
Revenue Distributon in Major European Airport (Y2000)
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Appendix 2
Ownership of Publicly Traded Airport Authorities/Operators
Airport Current Ownership Free
Float
BAA 100% Free Float (London Stock Exchange) 100%
Source: Company 2000/2001 Annual Report.
TBI 100% Free Float 100%
Source: Company 2000-2001 Annual Report.
Mexican Southeast 15% Strategic Partner leaded by Copenhagen Airport 85%
Airport Group 85% Free Float (NYSE and Mexican Stock Exchange)
(ASUR) Source: Company 2000 Annual Report.
Copenhagen 33.8% Danish Government 66.2%
Airport (CPH) 66.2% Free Float (Copenhagen Stock Exchange)
Source: Company 2000 Annual Report. April 5, 2001.
Auckland 25.8% Auckland City Council 57.5%
International Airport 9.6% Manukau City Council
(AIA) 7.1% Singapore Changi Airport
57.5% Free Float (N. Zealand and Australian Stock Exchanges)
Source: Company 2001 Annual Report. 30 June 2001.
Vienna Airport 20% Province of Lower Austria 50%
(VIE) 20% City of Vienna
10% Employee Foundation
50% Free Float (Austrian Stock Exchange, Schiphol 1 %)
Source: Company 2000 Annual Report. April 23, 2001.
Beijing Capital 65% Beijing Capital Airport Group (Government Owned) 35%
International Airport 10% Aeroports de Paris (ADP Management)
(BCIA) 25% Free Float (Hong Kong Stock Exchange)
Source: Equity Research. Credit Suisse First Boston. May 8, 2001.
Frankfurt (Fraport) 32.1% State of Hesse 29%
20.5% City of Frankfurt
18.4% Federal Republic of Germany
29.0% Free Float (Frankfurt Stock Exchange, June, 2001)
Source: Company Official Web Page.
Florence Airport 19.3% Florence Chamber of commerce 28.8%
17.2% City of Florence
10.5% City of Prato
14.3% Other non-private investors
28.8% Free Float (Milan Stock Exchange)
Source: Company Report six months June 30, 2001.
Malaysia Airports 72% Non-private investors. 28%
Holdings Berhad 28% Free Float
(MAHB) Source: Equity Research. Credit Suisse First Boston. May 3, 2001.
Unique Zurich 55.7%Canton of Zurich
Airport (UZA) 6.3% City of Zurich 28%
10% Other non-private investors.
28% Free Float (Zurich Stock Exchange, November 2000)
Source: Company 2000 Annual Report.
Xiamen Airport 75% Non-private investors.
25% Free Float 25%Source: Airport Review. Credit Suisse First Boston. September 21, 2000.
Rome Airport Merger with The Leonardo Consortium. Apparently de-listed from
(ADR) Milan Stock Exchange on 3/23/2001. NASource: Yahoo Finance Italy Web Page November 5, 2001.
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Appendix 3
The RPI-X formula for BAA's London airports
Revenue per passenger due landing, passengers and aircraft-parking fees should not
exceed the maximum value determined by the following expression:
Mt= [1 + (RPIt - Xt)/100] Yt-1 - Kt
Where:
" Mt is the maximum allowable revenue per passenger for year t. This is equivalent
to the MACPUT explained in Section 4.8.
" RPIt is the percentage of change for the Retail Price Index between years t and t-1.
" Xt is the efficiency factor (%) established by the regulator for year t.
* Yt-1 is the total revenue per passenger in the year t-1.
Yt-1 = [1 + (RPIt-1 - Xt-1)/1 00] Yt-2 + St-1
Where:
" St-1 is the unexpected mandatory security cost passed trough per passenger in the
year t-1. It corresponds to 95% of the annual equivalent.
* Kt is a correction factor that permits the adjustment for possible differences
between allowable and historic revenues per passenger applied in year t. It can be
calculated trough the following formula:
Kt = [1 + 1/100] [Tt-2 - (Qt-2 x Mt-2)]/Qt-2
* Where:
" Tt-2 is total revenue coming from airport charges in year t-2.
" Qt-2 is the passenger volume in year t-2.
* Mt-2 is the maximum allowable revenue per passenger for year t-2.
* I= SR + 3% if Kt > 0, or I = SR if Kt< 0.
" SR is the average of discount rates for public funds expressed as a percentage
published weekly by the Bank of England.
Sources: UK Civil Airport Authority. Betancor and Rendeiro: Regulating Privatized Infrastructures and Airport
Services. (Adapted).
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The RPI-X formula for BAA airports
+ Maximum Aeronautical Charge per Passenger (MACP)
+ Applicable to landing, passengers and aircraft-parking fees
+ Revised each 5 years
+ Adjusted Yearly by Inflation (RPI) and Efficiency Target (Xt)
+ Mi and Xi to X5 are defined using a "Single Till" Approach
+ Consider Unexpected Mandatory Security Costs (St-1)
+ Consider Operative Adjustments for over or under pricing (Kt)
+ Consider user's Consultation and Quality Monitoring
Source: UK Civil Airport Authority.
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Appendix 4
The RPI-X formula for Mexican Airports
Price Cap per passenger or WLU
Applicable to a "Tariff Basket" of Airport Essential Services
Flexible to Apply Demand Management
Revised each 5 years (or Major Natural or Economical Events)
Adjusted Yearly by Inflation (RPI) and Efficiency Target (Xt)
MACPUT and Xt are pre-defined using a "Dual Till" Approach
Consider 100% of Unexpected Mandatory Security Costs (St)
Consider user's Consultation and Quality Monitoring
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Appendix 5
The Southeast Airport Group (ASUR)
Discount Cash Flow
Valuation Model
(Excel)
Main assumptions on the DCF valuation model.
For the sake of simplicity, during the development of our model we are going to
assume the case in which all Essential Airport Services (Airside and Landside) are
subject to Economic Regulation. Economic Regulation will be assumed to be based
on a Dual-Till approach and all Revenues from Essential Airport Services (Airside and
Landside) are limited by a maximum airport charge per unit of traffic (MACPUT).
Complementary Services are provided by airlines, airline subsidiaries or qualified
independent third parties authorized by the airport operator through a concession
mechanism, so the airport only receives access fees from the Complementary Service
Providers, which are included on the MACPUT. Commercial Services are provided by
concessionaires, through a concession mechanism, so the airport operator will act as
a "shopping mall" landlord (Fixed rent plus a success component). In the following
figure we are presenting the three projected scenarios of traffic.
ASUR
Historic and Projected Passengers
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Probable Scenario
Probable Scenario
Main Assumptions 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Pasenger Growth (%) 6.5% 6.5% 6.5% 6.5% 6.5% 6.5% 6.5% 6.5% 6.5% 6.5%
Airport Revenue/Pax ($) 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
Commercial Revenue/Pax($) 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4 4 4 4
EBITDA/Revenue 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58
EBITDA/Depreciation & Amortization 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
Corporate Taxes 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35%
EBITDA/Capital Expenditures 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.18 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
Working Capital (Days Revenue) 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28
WAAC 15%
$US Millions 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Passengers (Millions) 12.2 13.0 13.8 14.7 15.7 16.7 17.8 18.9 20.2 21.5
Airport Revenue 109.7 116.9 124.4 132.5 141.2 150.3 160.1 170.5 181.6 193.4
Commercial Revenue 18.3 26.0 34.6 44.2 54.9 66.8 71.2 75.8 80.7 86.0
Total Revenue 128.0 142.8 159.0 176.7 196.0 217.1 231.3 246.3 262.3 279.3
Expenses 53.8 60.0 66.8 74.2 82.3 91.2 97.1 103.4 110.2 117.3
EBITDA 74.2 82.8 92.2 102.5 113.7 125.9 134.1 142.8 152.1 162.0
Depreciation & Amortization 29.7 33.1 36.9 41.0 45.5 50.4 53.7 57.1 60.9 64.8
EBIT 44.5 49.7 55.3 61.5 68.2 75.6 80.5 85.7 91.3 97.2
Corporate Taxes 15.6 17.4 19.4 21.5 23.9 26.4 28.2 30.0 31.9 34.0
EBIAT 29.0 32.3 36.0 40.0 44.3 49.1 52.3 55.7 59.3 63.2
Depreciation & Amortization 29.7 33.1 36.9 41.0 45.5 50.4 53.7 57.1 60.9 64.8
Operative Cash Flow 58.7 65.4 72.9 81.0 89.8 99.5 106.0 112.8 120.2 128.0
Non-operative Sources of Cash
Non-operative Uses of Cash 14.8 17.7 19.7 19.8 18.5 20.5 21.2 22.6 24.0 1.5
Terminal Value 874.7
Free Cash Flow 43.8 47.7 53.2 61.2 71.3 79.0 84.8 90.3 96.1 1,001.3
PVTFCF = 549.9
Optimistic Scenario
Optimistic Scenario
Main Assumptions 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Pasenger Growth (%) 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0%
Airport Revenue/Pax ($) 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
Commercial Revenue/Pax($) 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5 5
EBITDA/Revenue 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58
EBITDA/Depreciation & Amortization 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
Corporate Taxes 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35%
EBITDA/Capital Expenditures 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.18 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
Working Capital (Days Revenue) 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21
WAAC 15%
$US Millions 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Passengers (Millions) 12.4 13.4 14.4 15.6 16.8 18.2 19.6 21.2 22.9 24.7
Airport Revenue 111.3 120.2 129.8 140.2 151.4 163.5 176.6 190.7 205.9 222.4
Commercial Revenue 18.5 26.7 36.0 46.7 58.9 72.7 88.3 105.9 114.4 123.6
Total Revenue 129.8 146.9 165.8 186.9 210.2 236.1 264.8 296.6 320.4 346.0
Expenses 54.5 61.7 69.6 78.5 88.3 99.2 111.2 124.6 134.5 145.3
EBITDA 75.3 85.2 96.2 108.4 121.9 137.0 153.6 172.0 185.8 200.7
Depreciation & Amortization 30.1 34.1 38.5 43.4 48.8 54.8 61.4 68.8 74.3 80.3
EBIT 45.2 51.1 57.7 65.0 73.2 82.2 92.2 103.2 111.5 120.4
Corporate Taxes 15.8 17.9 20.2 22.8 25.6 28.8 32.3 36.1 39.0 42.1
EBIAT 29.4 33.2 37.5 42.3 47.6 53.4 59.9 67.1 72.5 78.3
Depreciation & Amortization 30.1 34.1 38.5 43.4 48.8 54.8 61.4 68.8 74.3 80.3
Operative Cash Flow 59.5 67.3 76.0 85.6 96.3 108.2 121.4 135.9 146.8 158.5
Non-operative Sources of Cash
Non-operative Uses of Cash 15.1 18.0 20.3 20.7 19.6 22.0 24.7 27.6 29.2 1.6
Terminal Value 1,076.8
Free Cash Flow 44.4 49.3 55.7 64.9 76.7 86.2 96.7 108.3 117.6 1,233.7
PVTFCF = 635.1
Pessimistic Scenario
Pessimistic Scenario
Main Assumptions 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Pasenger Growth (%) 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0%
Airport Revenue/Pax ($) 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
Commercial Revenue/Pax($) 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.5
EBITDA/Revenue 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58
EBITDA/Depreciation & Amortization 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
Corporate Taxes 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35%
EBITDA/Capital Expenditures 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.18 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
Working Capital (Days Revenue) 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35
WAAC 15%
$US Millions 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Passengers (Millions) 12.0 12.6 13.3 13.9 14.6 15.3 16.1 16.9 17.8 18.6
Airport Revenue 108.2 113.6 119.3 125.2 131.5 138.1 145.0 152.2 159.8 167.8
Commercial Revenue 18.0 22.1 26.5 31.3 36.5 42.2 48.3 55.0 62.2 65.3
Total Revenue 126.2 135.7 145.8 156.5 168.0 180.2 193.3 207.2 222.0 233.1
Expenses 53.0 57.0 61.2 65.7 70.6 75.7 81.2 87.0 93.2 97.9
EBITDA 73.2 78.7 84.5 90.8 97.4 104.5 112.1 120.2 128.7 135.2
Depreciation & Amortization 29.3 31.5 33.8 36.3 39.0 41.8 44.8 48.1 51.5 54.1
EBIT 43.9 47.2 50.7 54.5 58.5 62.7 67.3 72.1 77.2 81.1
Corporate Taxes 15.4 16.5 17.8 19.1 20.5 22.0 23.5 25.2 27.0 28.4
EBIAT 28.5 30.7 33.0 35.4 38.0 40.8 43.7 46.9 50.2 52.7
Depreciation &Amortization 29.3 31.5 33.8 36.3 39.0 41.8 44.8 48.1 51.5 54.1
Operative Cash Flow 57.8 62.2 66.8 71.7 77.0 82.6 88.6 94.9 101.7 106.8
Non-operative Sources of Cash
Non-operative Uses of Cash 14.6 16.6 17.9 17.4 15.7 16.9 18.1 19.4 20.7 1.2
Terminal Value 734.3
Free Cash Flow 43.2 45.5 48.9 54.3 61.3 65.7 70.5 75.6 81.0 839.9
PVTFCF = 475.9
Appendix 6
IPO versus Trade Sale Analysis
IPO advantages:
1. A public equity offering promotes the participation of a wide rage of investors.
2. More transparency.
3. Less conflict of interest for a strategic public service.
4. The opportunity to raise capital and debt in favorable condition in the future.
5. No controlling group.
6. Better balance of power within the company.
7. The economic benefits of the privatization con reach small investors.
8. Promotes the development of the domestic capital market.
9. Conservative capital structures (Higher WACC and lower valuation, but lower
default risk).
10. Long-term and broad scope philosophy.
11. Permit an effective compensation method to motivate and retain top management
and key executives through an Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP).
Trade Sale advantages:
1. Normally there is a premium paid for the control.
2. Competition among strategic investors may create better negotiation condition for
the Government.
3. The strategic investor is well identified.
4. Not need to have a track record of independent management. (The controlling
normally appoints a new management)
5. Not need to meet Security Exchange Commission (SEC) restrictions.
IPO disadvantages:
1. More time is required in order to get a track record and a credible management
group.
2. A Strategic Partner with experience and credibility is needed.
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3. A public offering of this magnitude is subject to favorable conditions in the
international capital markets as well as the condition in the emerging markets
sector.
4. A well-structured Corporate Governance and minority protection rights are needed.
5. A total secondary (total divestiture and no cash flow for the company) public
offering is not well seen in the international equity markets. Privatization cases can
be accepted with the proper investment case.
6. A minimum critical mass is required to a lunch a successful IPO. We estimate a
minimum of $200 million to keep the interest of the international equity markets
and a minimum of around $50 million to keep the interest of domestic markets.
7. The Security Exchange Commission establishes more requisites for listing a
company in the NYSE, than in the NASDAQ.
8. Some effective bylaw provisions [including limit of participation] should be
established to prevent the threat of a non-desirable take-over, and at the same
time avoids over-protecting an ineffective management group.
Trade Sale Disadvantages:
1. The International Airport Operators capital and management are limited, so
normally trade sales are used in medium to small transactions
2. Limited number of national and international strategic investors.
3. More complicated Due Diligence Process.
4. More competitive environment, because more governments are using trade sales
as part of their airport privatization strategy.
5. The need of a bidding (auction) process.
6. The transaction is normally financed by a significant amount of debt (High Leverage
but lower WACC).
The average price of the main airport trade sales occurred during the last four years
has been 13.5 times EV/EBITDA, and the quoted airports currently traded at an
average December 2000) EV/EBITDA multiple of 10.6 times. This represents a 26%
discount.
Source: Airport Review. Credit Suisse First Boston Equity Research. September 21, 2000.
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Appendix 7
The Bidding Rules
For the Strategic Partner Selection Process
Federal Government published the Request for Proposals to Purchase Shares of the
Southeast Airport Group on June 29, 1998.
The purpose of the public tender was to sell the equity participation in the Holding
Company (the Equity Participation), which included the following:
1. The mandatory purchase of 45,000,000 series BB shares representing 15% of the
outstanding capital stock of the Holding Company.
2. The option to purchase additional shares of the Holding Company's equity. The
option contract is structured as three options to subscribe for newly issued series B
shares. This option contact allows the Strategic partner to subscribe for 2%, 2%
and 1 % of the capital stock outstanding at the time of each exercise, each
determined on a fully diluted basis, at a price per-share equal to the per-share
purchase price of the 15% interest plus a premium accruing at an annual rate of
5%.
3. The right (and obligation) to sign a 15-year Management Assistance and Transfer
of Technology Contract with the Southeast Airport Group (the Participation
Contract).
Participation Contract was a set of agreements that would govern the legal
relationship between the Holding Company, the Airport Companies, the Service
Company, the Federal Government in its role as majority shareholder, and the
Strategic Partner.
The Strategic Partner's main responsibilities and obligations contained in the
Participation Contract include:
1. Participating in the development of the operating, financial, commercial, and
marketing areas, commensurate with the standards of modern airports;
2. Transferring technology to the Holding Company and Airport Companies, as well as
training their respective personnel;
3. Participating in the reviews and updating of the Master Development Plan of each
airport; and
4. Assisting the Federal Government in the public equity offerings of the Holding
Company.
Under the technical assistance agreement, the Strategic Partner would provide
management and consulting services and transfers industry "know-how" and
technology to the Southeast Airport Group in exchange for a technical assistance fee.
The agreement would provide the Southeast Airport Group an exclusive license in
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Mexico to use all technical assistance and "know-how" transferred to it by the
Strategic Partner during the term of the agreement.
The Strategic Partner would provide the Airport Group assistance in various areas,
including: development of commercial activities, preparation of marketing studies
focusing on increasing passenger traffic volume at the airports, assistance with the
preparation of the master development plans of each of the airports, and the
improvement of the airport operations.
The Strategic Partner's main rights contained in the Participation Contract include:
1. A technical assistance fee equal to the greater of a fixed dollar amount or 5% of
the Airport Group's annual consolidated earnings before financing cost, income
taxes, depreciation, and amortization. The fixed dollar amount decreases during
the agreement's initial five years. This structure creates an incentive for the
Strategic Partner to increase the Airport Group annual consolidated earnings
before net comprehensive financing cost, income and asset taxes, and
depreciation and amortization. The fixed dollar amount are US$5.0 million in 1999
and 2000, US$3.0 million in 2001 and 2002, and US$2.0 million for each
subsequent year. These amounts were adjusted annually for inflation (measured
by the U.S. consumer price index) as from the first anniversary of the technical
assistance agreement. The Strategic Partner was also entitled to reimbursement
for the out-of-pocket expenses it incurs in its provision of services under the
agreement.
2. The technical assistance agreement allowed the Strategic Partner, its stockholders
and their affiliates to render additional services to the Airport Group companies
only if the Acquisitions and Contracts Committee determines that these related
persons have submitted the most favorable bid in a public bidding process
involving at least three unrelated parties.
3. Under the Airport Group bylaws, the participation agreement and the technical
assistance agreement, the Strategic Partner had the right to elect two out of seven
members of the board of directors, and to appoint and remove the chief executive
officer and half of the executive officers. The Strategic Partner consent was also
required to approve certain corporate matters. In addition, the bylaws, the
participation agreement, and the technical assistance agreement contain certain
provisions designed to avoid conflicts of interest between Airport Group companies
and the Strategic Partner.
The Strategic Partner consortium should include:
1. One or more members, which can jointly demonstrate that they have practical
knowledge of the Mexican business and labor environment (the Mexican Partner);
2. One or more members, which can jointly demonstrate that they have the
capabilities, as well as international recognition with respect to the development of
aeronautical and commercial activities (the "Airport Partner"); and
3. If desired, one or more members as investors (the "Financial Partner").
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The equity structure of the Strategic Partner must comply with the requirement that
the Mexican Partner and the Airport Partner own at least 51.0%, provided, however,
that the Mexican Partner must own at least 25.5%.
Requirements established to participate in the Public Tender
Those parties interested in participating in the public tender must have:
1. Obtained the registration certificate established in the Guidelines.
2. Obtained authorization from the Ministry by demonstrating their legal, technical,
managerial, and financial capabilities.
Parties interested in receiving authorization must have demonstrated that their
members have:
a) Practical knowledge of the Mexican business and labor environment,
b) The capabilities, as well as international recognition with respect to the
development of aeronautical and commercial activities, and
c) A healthy financial condition.
3. Posted a performing bond equivalent to $10 million dollars.
4. Signed a confidentiality agreement with respect to the information they receive.
On November 6, 1998, the Ministry published the names of the following six
Participants in the Official Gazette of the Federation:
Airport Partner Mexican Partner Investment Partner s
Aeroports de Paris Aeroplazas de Mexico, S.A de Airsys ATM Limited
C.V
AENA Servicios Aeroneuticos, Grupo Controempresas, S.A. N/A
S.A. de C.V.
Schiphol International B.V. Constructoras ICA, S.A. de N/A
C.V.
Societa P.A. Esercizi Sider~rgica Lezaro Cerdenas N/A
Aeroportuali S.E.A. and Ogden las Truchas, S.A. de C.V.
Central and South America, Inc.
Aeroports de Montreal Transportaci6n Maritima Banco Central
International, Inc Mexicana, S.A. de C.V. and Hispanoamericano, S.A.
Grupo Ferrominero, S.A. de
C.V.
Copenhagen Airports A/S Grupo Triturados Baselticos y Groupe GTM, S.A. and Cintra
Derivados, S.A. de C.V. Concesiones de
Infraestructuras de Transporte,
S.A.
Source: Diario Official de la Federacion (Mexican Official Gazette) November 6, 1998.
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RIGHTS OF PARTICIPANTS
Participants had the right to receive the following information:
1. A draft of the form of Participation Contract and its annexes;
2. A draft of the bylaws of the Holding Company, the Concessionaires and the
Service Company;
3. A draft of the titles of concession of the Concessionaires;
4. Instructions for requesting from the Federal Competition Commission a
favorable opinion on the participation of the Participant in this process;
5. Drafts of the format of the technical and economic proposals;
6. An information memorandum that will contain the technical, operational and
financial information on the airports included in the Southeast Group, as well as
the Holding Company, the Concessionaires and the Service Company;
7. Carry out visits to the airports;
8. To participate in meetings with officials of the Ministry, the Committee, ASA and
the Financial Agent;
9. To present questions in writing to the Financial Agent, concerning the Holding
Compnynv the Concessionaires, and the Service Company:
10. To have Access to the data room. A data room will be set up for Participants to
review information and documentation with respect to legal, administrative, and
financial issues relating to the Holding Company, the Concessionaires and the
Service Company, as well as their respective operations, equipment, facilities
and markets;
11. Participate in clarification meetings with respect to the draft of the Participation
Contract and its annexes; the draft of the bylaws, which will govern the Holding
Company, the Concessionaires, and the Service Company; and the draft of the
titles of concession under which the Concessionaires will operate; and
12. Submit a proposal to purchase the Equity Participation.
Restriction to participate in other processes
The winning participants of this process, its individual members or corporations,
relevant shareholders of such entities up to the level of the ultimate beneficiary, its
subsidiaries or affiliates, as well as the individuals or corporations related to them in
terms of the Participation Contract, might not acquire shares through any mechanism
of the other Airport Groups.
SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS
The bid of each Participant consisted of two separate proposals, one technical and
one financial, according to the following terms:
1. The technical proposal contained:
a) A written statement confirming that it unconditionally submits the Participant
to the terms, content, form and scope of the titles of concession and the
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payment obligations set forth therein, as well as to the definitive version of
the Participation Contract, its annexes, and the bylaws of the Holding
Company, the Concessionaires and the Service Company. For these
purposes, the Participant enclosed the definitive versions of the documents
mentioned above duly initialed;
b) The indicative development master plan for each airport in the Southeast
Group which included, among other items: the traffic projections that were
considered, the compliance with international standards of quality and
service which the Ministry established for each airport category; the
investment program; the human resource development and training strategy;
the transfer of technology and technological support commitments; the
maintenance programs; as well as the commercial and marketing strategy to
promote the airports' development; and
c) Resum6s or profiles of the individuals who was proposed as employees of
the Southeast Group.
2. The financial proposal indicated the following:
a) That it was a firm and unconditional bid, binding upon the Participant;
b) The price offered, in Mexican currency, for the Equity Participation; and
c) That in the event that it was the winning bidder, the Participant committed to
execute the Participation Contract.
The submission of proposals was public and several public notaries attended the
event to certify the submission of proposals and the documentation attached.
The Participants' representatives, the public notaries and the Financial Agent signed
the sealed envelopes containing the proposals.
The envelopes containing the financial proposals remained under the custody of a
notary public, who deposited them with a banking institution in a safety deposit box.
In addition, a representative from the Ministry delivered a sealed envelope containing
the technical reference value to the notary public. The envelope was signed and
sealed by the notary public and deposited with the envelopes, which contained the
financial proposals.
Evaluation of technical proposals
The Ministry proceeded to evaluate feasibility or consistency of the technical
proposals with the following criteria:
1. That the investment plans consider increases in the efficiency and quality of
services to be rendered in the respective airport, in accordance with the quality
standards established for each airport in the corresponding concession titles.
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2. That the operating programs for each airport were technically feasible and promote
the rendering of a secure, competitive, and efficient service.
3. Transfer of technology and implementation through training programs.
4. General consistency of the master business plan for each airport, including the
feasibility and reliability of the projected scenarios.
Opening of financial proposals
The opening of financial proposals was carried out in accordance with the following
terms:
1. A public notary certified the contents of the financial proposals and should
proceed to sign each of the pages, which constitute the proposal and provide
the Participant with a copy as the respective receipt.
2. The amounts of each offer were read aloud.
3. The public notary opened the envelope containing the technical reference value
and verified that at least one of the financial proposals was above such value.
The results of the economical proposal were the following:
Participant Economic Bid Economic Bid
Million of pesos Million of dollars
(10.09 pesos x 1 USD)
Copenhagen Airports A/S,
Tribasa, 1,165 115.5
GTM
Cintra
AENA Servicios Aeronauticos, S.A.,
Grupo Controempresas, S.A. de C.V 800 79.3
Schiphol International B.V., and
Constructoras ICA, S.A. de C.V. 712 70.6
Aeroports de Paris,
Aeroplazas de Mexico, S.A de C.V, and 530 52.5
Airsys ATM Limited.
Societa P.A. Esercizi Aeroportuali S.E.A. (Milan),
Ogden Central and South America, Inc., and 483 47.9
Sidertrgica Lezaro Cerdenas las Truchas, S.A. de C.V.
Aeroports de Montreal International, Inc,
Transportaci6n Maritima Mexicana, S.A. de C.V., N/A N/A
Grupo Ferrominero, S.A. de C.V., and
Banco Central Hispanoamericano, S.A.
Source: Opening of Financial Proposals Official Public Act.
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AWARD OF THE PUBLIC TENDER
After having evaluated and approved the technical proposals of the Participants, the
Ministry awarded the public tender to the Participant that offered the highest price for
the Equity Participation.
EXECUTION OF CONTRACTS, METHOD OF PAYMENT AND DELIVERY OF
EQUITY PARTICIPATION
Execution of the Participation Contract
The winning Participant executed the Participation Contract in 10 business days
following tender awarded date.
Payment
The first installment (25%) of the price of the Equity Participation was paid on the date
of the execution of the Participation Contract and the unpaid balance was paid after
90 days at an interest rate equal to the average of the 28-day Average Inter-bank
Interest Rate ("TIIE").
The winning Participant committed to hold the Equity Participation and to observe the
following provisions:
1. The Strategic Partner would be subject to the following general limitations of
ownership:
a) It should not own more than 20% (15% + 5% option) of the Holding Company's
equity; and
b) Only 10% of the shares acquired would have full corporate rights, by reason of
which any additional shares up to 20% might only be voted in accordance with
the terms and conditions set forth in the trust agreement included as part of the
Participation Contract.
2. The Mexican Partner and the Airport Partner should maintain a joint minimum
interest of 51% in the equity of the Strategic Partner, during the term of the
Participation Contract, but in any event the Mexican Partner should maintain at
least a 25.5% equity interest in the Strategic Partner.
The Strategic Partner would maintain its total interest in the equity of the Holding
Company for 7 years, with the understanding that one-eighth of such shares in the
Holding Company will be released annually for sale starting on the seventh
anniversary of the date of execution of the Participation Contract.
The Financial Partner should maintain its interest in the equity of the Strategic
Partner for 3 years from the closing date of the first public equity offering or 5 years
from the date of execution of the Participation Contract, whichever occurs first.
To guarantee that the members of the Strategic Partner comply with their holding
period commitments, the shares should be deposited in a trust created for this
purpose.
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3. The option to acquire an additional 5% of the equity of the Holding Company may
be exercised annually starting from the third anniversary of date on which the
Participation Contract was signed under the terms set forth in the stock option
agreement. The corresponding shares should be released for sale as soon as the
option is exercised or must be deposited in a trust created for this purpose, so that
the trustee may vote such shares in the same way as the majority of the shares in
the series are voted, according to the terms established in the Participation
Contract.
4. The winning Participant should commit to maintain the capital structure of the
Strategic Partner at a gearing level, defined as the ratio of total debt to total assets,
equal to or less than 50%, pursuant to the terms established in the Participation
Contract.
5. The terms and conditions of the bylaws or the trust agreement, as the case may be,
executed to create the Strategic Partner should be presented to the Ministry for
approval before they are executed.
The Airport Group bylaws provide that the Strategic Partner may not transfer any of its
series BB shares until the third anniversary of the IPO. From the end of this no-sale
period until December 18, 2008, the Strategic Partner may transfer up to 49% of its
series BB shares without restriction. After December 18, 2008, may sell in any year
up to 20% of its remaining 51% ownership interest in the Southeast Airport Group
represented by series BB shares. The bylaws provide that series BB shares must be
converted into series B shares prior to transfer.
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